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Abstract

Transport delays due to traffic jams are manifest in many urban areas worldwide. For

the purpose of making road traffic networks more efficient, Intelligent Transport Sys-

tems (ITSs) are currently being developed and deployed. In order to mitigate (or even

avoid) congestion, Vehicle-to-Vehicle (V2V) and Vehicle-to-Infrastructure (V2I) communi-

cation provide a means for cooperation and intelligent route management in transportation

networks. In this thesis, the novel Predictive Congestion Minimization in combination with

an A*-based Router (PCMA*) algorithm is introduced, which provides a comprehensive

framework for detection, prediction and avoidance of traffic congestion. It assumes uti-

lization of Vehicle-to-Everything (V2X) communication for transmission of contemporary

vehicle data such as route source and destination or current position, as well as for pro-

vision of routing advice for vehicles. By processing the vehicle data, an early congestion

detection and subsequently the calculation of alternative routes becomes possible. As a

consequence of the early detection, detours over a wide area can be a solution in appro-

priate situations to bypass traffic jams and avoid critical areas completely, whereas the

degree of improvement of course also depends on the structure of the road network. The

routing component takes the current road conditions and predicted future congestion into

consideration. PCMA* further contains a component for intelligent and target-oriented

selection of vehicles to be rerouted in case of a congestion.

In the first part of this thesis, the performance is proven by dynamic, microscopic

traffic simulations in an artificial and real-world road network scenario. Due to the well

performing prediction, the results reveal substantial advantages in terms of time and fuel

consumption and hence also CO2 emissions, compared to situations with no active rerout-

ing system. PCMA* is further contrasted with simple rerouting algorithms without any

functionality for congestion prediction but with different approaches of how the current

situation on the road is assessed and quantified. Additionally, a more sophisticated pre-

dictive approach from literature is evaluated and the results are compared to those which

can be achieved by applying PCMA*. Within the very same configuration for environment

and traffic emergence, all the reference algorithms are outperformed by PCMA*.

With the objective of optimizing traffic flow and in the best case avoiding congestion,

it was assumed that 100 % of all vehicles participate actively in the system in the initial
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simulation configurations so far. Notwithstanding, the transition from very low penetra-

tion rates of vehicles that are equipped with communication functionality to a situation

where basically all vehicles have the capability to send and receive information will not be

completed overnight. To a greater degree, the penetration of connected vehicles will in-

crease more and more, which further will result in a very long period of mixed composition.

The second part of this thesis focuses on the analysis of a variable ratio of vehicles having

routing and communication functionality to those who do not have these capabilities. It

analyzes the performance of the rerouting algorithm when a varying percentage of vehicles

is unable to communicate for distinct traffic densities, and proves by simulations that even

penetration rates far below hundred percent lead to improvements of the average time and

fuel consumption as well as CO2 emissions per vehicle.

Finally, the router requires a functional communication infrastructure to contribute

route guidance to vehicles which are affected by traffic jams. However, variable message

delays or a complete loss of messages can influence the rerouting performance significantly,

even if the penetration rate is 100 %, since either route advice could fail to reach their

recipient, or the supposed knowledge of the road conditions could be outdated at the side of

the router. The delay requirements of various routers may be divergent, and therefore two

delay models which are independent of the underlying communication standard and the

applied routing algorithm are proposed in the third part of the thesis. PCMA* is evaluated

concerning its performance with varying delays and message loss probabilities by applying

the introduced delay models in the traffic simulations. Furthermore, constraints are defined

for both the delay and message loss probability, which define boundary conditions that are

required to achieve certain improvements ensuing from intelligent rerouting. The results

reveal a high robustness of PCMA* with regard to delays and message loss probabilities,

which expresses itself by similarly low achieved average vehicle travel times for a large

amount of the investigated communication setups, compared to a parametrization without

message delays.



Kurzfassung

Verzögerungen durch Verkehrsstaus sind in vielen städtischen Gebieten weltweit an der

Tagesordnung. Um bestehende Straßenverkehrsnetze effizienter nutzen zu können, werden

intelligente Transportdienste (Intelligent Transport Systems (ITSs)) entwickelt und einge-

setzt. Zur Reduktion oder sogar Vermeidung von Verkehrsüberlastungen bietet die Kom-

munikation zwischen Fahrzeugen (Vehicle-to-Vehicle (V2V)) bzw. auch zwischen Fahrzeu-

gen und Infrastruktur (Vehicle-to-Infrastructure (V2I)) ein probates Mittel zur Koordina-

tion sowie zur intelligenten Routenwahl in Verkehrsnetzen. In dieser Arbeit wird der neu-

artige Algorithmus Predictive Congestion Minimization in combination with an A*-based

Router (PCMA*) vorgestellt, welcher ein umfassendes System zur Erkennung, Vorhersage

und Vermeidung von Verkehrsstaus bietet. Vehicle-to-Everything (V2X) Fahrzeugkommu-

nikationstechnologien werden zur Übertragung von relevanten Informationen wie Start-

und Zielort, aktuellen Positionsdaten sowie zum Senden von Routing-Anweisungen an

das Zielfahrzeug genutzt. Nach der Verarbeitung der Fahrzeugdaten wird eine frühzeitige

Stauerkennung möglich, was in weiterer Folge eine Berechnung von großräumigen Al-

ternativrouten erlaubt. Damit können Staus umgangen und kritische Straßenabschnitte

vollständig vermieden werden, wobei der Grad der Verbesserung natürlich auch von der

Struktur des Straßennetzes abhängt. Die Routing-Komponente berücksichtigt dabei so-

wohl die aktuellen Straßenbedingungen als auch die vorhergesagte zukünftige Überlastung.

PCMA* enthält ferner eine Komponente zur intelligenten und zielgerichteten Auswahl von

Fahrzeugen, die im Falle einer Überlastung umzuleiten sind.

Im ersten Teil dieser Arbeit wird die Leistungsfähigkeit durch dynamische, mikrosko-

pische Verkehrssimulationen in einem künstlich generierten und einem realen Straßennetz

dargestellt. Aufgrund der exakten Vorhersage weisen die Ergebnisse erhebliche Vorteile in

Bezug auf durchschnittliche Fahrzeit und Kraftstoffverbrauch im Vergleich zu Situationen

ohne aktivem Routing auf. PCMA* wird einfachen Routing-Algorithmen ohne jegliche

Funktionalität zur Stauvorhersage gegenübergestellt, wobei unterschiedliche Ansätze zur

Bewertung der aktuellen Situation auf der Straße zur Anwendung kommen. Zudem wird

ein prädiktiver Ansatz aus der Literatur evaluiert und die Ergebnisse mit denjenigen ver-

glichen, die durch die Anwendung von PCMA* innerhalb der gleichen Szenarien und mit

gleicher Verkehrsdichte erzielt werden können.
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Mit dem Ziel, den Verkehrsfluss zu optimieren und im besten Fall Staus zu vermeiden,

wurde vorerst angenommen, dass 100 % aller Fahrzeuge am System teilnehmen. Ungeach-

tet dessen wird es einen längeren Zeitraum geben, in dem unterschiedliche Fahrzeugtypen

auf den Straßen unterwegs sind. Zum einen sind das Fahrzeuge, die nicht mit Kommunikati-

onsfunktionalität ausgestattet sind sowie andere, die Informationen senden und empfangen

und sich damit aktiv am System beteiligen können. Dieser Übergang von sehr niedrigen

Durchdringungsraten von intelligenten Fahrzeugen zu einer Situation mit ausschließlich

kommunikationsfähigen Fahrzeugen wird nicht über Nacht abgeschlossen sein. Vielmehr

wird die Durchdringung von vernetzten Fahrzeugen immer mehr zunehmen, was folglich

auch zu einem längeren Zeitraum gemischter Fahrzeugzusammensetzung führt. Der zweite

Teil dieser Arbeit konzentriert sich auf die Analyse der beschriebenen Situation, nämlich ei-

nes variablen Verhältnisses von Fahrzeugen mit Routing- und Kommunikationsfähigkeiten

zu welchen, die dazu technisch nicht imstande sind. Es wird die Leistung von PCMA*

analysiert, wenn ein variabler Prozentsatz von Fahrzeugen nicht in der Lage ist zu kom-

munizieren. Die durchgeführten Simulationen zeigen, dass sogar Durchdringungsraten von

weit unter 100 % zu einer deutlichen Verbesserung der durchschnittlichen Fahrzeit, des

Kraftstoffverbrauchs und damit niedrigeren CO2-Emissionen führen.

Um eine Routenführung für Fahrzeuge, die von Staus betroffen sind, bereitstellen

zu können, benötigt PCMA* eine funktionierende Kommunikationsinfrastruktur. Eine

Verzögerung der übertragenen Information oder ein vollständiger Nachrichtenverlust kann

jedoch die Leistungsfähigkeit zur Optimierung signifikant beeinflussen, selbst wenn die

Durchdringungsrate 100 % beträgt. Gründe dafür können entweder fehlgeschlagene über-

tragene Routenempfehlungen sein, die ihren Empfänger nicht erreichen, oder dass die

vermeintliche Information über die aktuellen Straßenbedingungen aufseiten des Routers

veraltet ist. Die Anforderungen von verschiedenen Optimierungsalgorithmen an das Kom-

munikationsnetz können natürlich variieren, weshalb im dritten Teil der Arbeit zwei gene-

rische Verzögerungsmodelle für übertragene Nachrichten vorgestellt werden. Diese Model-

le sind grundsätzlich unabhängig vom zugrundeliegenden Kommunikationsstandard und

auch vom Routing-Algorithmus. PCMA* wird hinsichtlich seiner Leistung mit unterschied-

lichen Zeitverzögerungen und Wahrscheinlichkeiten von Nachrichtenverlusten evaluiert, in-

dem die eingeführten Verzögerungsmodelle in den Verkehrssimulationen angewendet wer-

den. Darüber hinaus werden Rahmenbedingungen sowohl der Verzögerungs- als auch der

Nachrichtenverlustwahrscheinlichkeit definiert, die erforderlich sind, um bestimmte Ver-

besserungen erzielen zu können. Die Ergebnisse in diesem Teil zeigen eine hohe Robustheit

von PCMA* gegenüber unterschiedlichen zeitlichen Verzögerungen und Verlustwahrschein-

lichkeiten der Nachrichten. Diese drückt sich im Vergleich mit einer Parametrierung ohne

Verzögerung durch ähnlich niedrige erreichte durchschnittliche Fahrzeiten für den Großteil

der untersuchten Simulationskonfigurationen aus.
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1

Introduction

THE volume of road traffic increases steadily, especially in conurbations and areas of

high population density. Traffic jams cause, in addition to issues for the drivers stuck

in congestion, huge public cost for cities or countries, and should therefore be reduced.

For that reasons it is important to learn and understand how to deal with this problem,

and to achieve an improvement by intelligent control and management of traffic, if not

even trying to reduce traffic emergence.

1



2 Chapter 1. Introduction

1.1 Motivation

Congestion on the road is a major problem throughout the world, especially in urban and

metropolitan areas. Increasing emergence of individual transport leads to big challenges

in traffic management. Beyond doubt, traffic jams are manifest in many urban areas

worldwide, and are disadvantageous for both travel costs and safety. A growing number

of vehicles makes these problems more serious. Urbanization of people living in the sur-

rounding areas of bigger cities and commuting to their work places is also a problem for

road capacities [1]. By 2050, there will be 9.7 billion people in the world [2], 70 percent

of whom will live in cities [3]. Global studies such as the Mobility Scorecard of the Texas

Transportation Institute [4] or the INRIX Global Traffic Scorecard [5], which is one of

the largest and a very detailed study of congestion to date, brings these facts to numbers.

Accordingly, Americans spent over 42 hours per year in traffic jams on average, led by

commuters in Los Angeles with an astronomic number of 104 hours of sitting in traffic

jams per year. In the UK, this number was figured out to be 32 hours, in Germany 30

hours on average per driver. It was shown that this time corresponds to about 9 percent of

the total travel time, averaged across 1064 cities in the world. Using Germany as example

to analyze the cost of congestion, the INRIX study reveals e 1.531 financial burden for

each German driver and a total national congestion cost of over e 69 billion in 2016 [5].

Beyond doubt, there exist more than the above-quoted consequences of an increasing in-

dividual traffic emergence, especially when focusing the environmental aspects. Negative

effects are observable in the form of pollution, greenhouse emissions and noise.

The necessity of working against this formidable challenge seems obvious. Although

traffic jams and congestion may seem to be inevitable in heavily overloaded situations, a

great deal of effort takes place to improve the situation. In order to address these issues,

road operators invest huge amounts of money to extend and improve existing infrastructure

in order to provide the needed capacities. In the last decades, the paramount reaction on

an increasing amount of vehicles was the expansion of road infrastructure, also due to

lack of knowledge and alternative solutions. More roads with higher capacities were built,

with both enormous planning and financial effort. In addition to broadening highways,

nowadays coordination and regulation of this vehicular traffic is indispensable and can

significantly improve traffic flow, reduce waiting time and cost for both the individual

drivers and road operators. These days, variable speed limits, dynamic warning signs

and important information can be displayed on demand on overhead traffic signs. Traffic

jams, hazardous situations or upcoming environmental influences can be announced by the

electronic traffic guidance system timely, so that the negative consequences are minimized

[6] and traffic flow is improved. However, the possibilities of information dissemination

are limited at the present time. In order to fight traffic jams target-oriented, changing the

routes of some vehicles could be one solution that leads to advantages not only for the
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rerouted drivers. Also, other drivers that are affected by a congested area may benefit

from detours, which to some extent relieve the situation.

1.2 Overview

Basically, vehicular routing is indeed not a new topic in literature, but has been attracted

the attention of research community for more than 50 years [7]. The density of traf-

fic surveillance infrastructure on the road increases steadily, which allows traffic control

operators to collect large amounts of data continuously. The traffic conditions can be mon-

itored by flow detectors or cameras [8,9], which provide information for the authorities to

inform drivers of current traffic conditions, accidents or road works. Other approaches of

information gathering make use of mobile navigation devices or smartphones owned by the

drivers to collect data and provide traffic information for their directly or indirectly paying

customers. Examples are companies as Google [10,11], TomTom [12] or Microsoft [13,14].

Although also owned by Google since 2013 [15], ’waze’ is a community-based and free on-

line portal. Users are encouraged to provide current traffic data passively by a smartphone

app. Additionally, one can actively report accidents or other important information and

share this information - and of course also benefit from other users’ reports [16, p. 44].

Certainly, the quality and topicality of information in all aforesaid user-dependent mech-

anisms are strongly reliant upon the user activity within a certain area. Few and sparsely

distributed active participants cause bad coverage of information sources, and impede the

determination of current and future conditions.

However, recent development in communication technology, infrastructure and stan-

dards enables application of cooperative and dynamic algorithms for automatic vehicular

routing in practice. Obviously, there are more than the mentioned arguments for thinking

of solutions to traffic problems, summarized as ITSs. Modern vehicular communication

systems allow fast and accurate information propagation, and are the basis and prerequi-

site for the proposed approach. Within the scope of this thesis, a novel approach which

tries to minimize or in the best case avoid traffic jams and standstill of vehicles is intro-

duced. It is called PCMA* (Predictive Congestion Minimization in combination with an

A*-based router) [17]. Most drivers may have experienced the situation where the infor-

mation of an upcoming traffic jam arrives too late, what prevents from taking a spacious

detour that allows to pass by the jam completely. Depending on the road network, a new

route which is both far away from the original one and still not much longer in estimated

travel time could be available, but the decision whether to use the original route must

be made at a time where both routes seem to be free from congestion. Especially, but

not only in such cases, a well-functioning and reliable prediction of future conditions can

support the decision-making entity, whether this is a human or a machine. The PCMA*
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algorithm predicts congestion spots prior to incidence in order to facilitate actions to be

taken as early as possible. Naturally, not all future congestion can be solved this way.

Therefore, PCMA* is also able to detect already existing traffic jams and react to those

appropriately by calculation of alternative routes for the affected vehicles.

In order to carry out the mentioned tasks, information about the current road condi-

tions are required. In the first stage, a fully functioning, latency and error free communi-

cation system is assumed, meaning that the router has complete knowledge of all necessary

data. Although the technical features of current factory-fresh vehicles are often more than

sufficient for making use of vehicular communication, it will still take decades until the

penetration of vehicles that are able to both utilize the services and also provide valuable

information reaches 100 percent. Of course, this claim assumes the question of how differ-

ent companies and stakeholders could work together to be answered. According to [18], 50

percent of factory-new cars are connected somehow already by 2015, either by smartphone

or embedded solutions. Approximately in 2025, every new car will be equipped with some

kind of communication device. Obviously, it will still take multiple years from then un-

til unequipped vehicles disappear more and more from the streets and their percentage

will become negligible. Therefore, this thesis addresses also the difficulties related to this

topic in the second stage. It analyzes how PCMA* behaves with penetration rates of

vehicles that are able to communicate below 100 percent. Depending on the methodology

of information gathering, this means incomplete knowledge of the current situation on the

road. Moreover, it does also imply the impossibility to provide routing information for

some of the vehicles on the road. In other words, the routing intelligence does not know

anything of unequipped vehicles nor can it provide routing advice for them - they simply

appear invisible. I analyze the performance by the help of microscopic simulations and

application of the predictive rerouting algorithm PCMA* [17] with varying penetration

rates and traffic densities.

The performance of intelligent cooperative vehicle routing algorithms such as PCMA*

also depends on the quality of the information exchange by V2X communication. Ideal

information exchange with no delays and perfect communication conditions does not exist

in reality. In fact, the conditions can vary substantially depending on the infrastructure

and environment [19] and therefore can significantly reduce the functioning ability of

an intelligent traffic routing. The robustness of PCMA* against unideal communication

conditions including delays and data loss is analyzed as a third major contribution. The

border between achieved improvements that satisfy the operator of such an intelligent

traffic optimization system to a bad performance is not hard, but to a greater degree

follows a smooth behavior - depending on the communication quality, as the investigation

shows. Instead of assuming defined properties of the network and determining how well

a routing algorithm can perform by applying them, the problem is redefined by using
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abstractions of channel models with few characteristic parameters, which can be used to

characterize the necessary properties of the underlying communication standard.

1.3 Aspects Related to Transportation Engineering

Traffic on the road is often described to be comparable to liquids from the perspective of

transportation engineers [20]. Basically, the liquid must pass through the road network

and chooses the line of easiest resistance. In urban areas, the situation may to a greater

extent be related to a gas, which tends to fill the available space [21]. Analogous to

fluids, improvements in connection to road traffic of diverse kinds, be it capacity-increasing

improvements of infrastructure or application of ITS also attract drivers which usually

intend to use other routes, drive at different times or use an alternative transportation

type. This circumstances eat up a certain part of the accumulated benefits again. The

effect is comparable to the economic balance of supply and demand, which indicates the

increase of a good’s consumption as its price decreases. Put in other words, any change

in available capacity can mean a shift in time or route of individual drivers, for example

that commuters may less tend to avoid peak periods if the shortest route is at a lower

congestion level during these periods.

Additionally, an increased total motor vehicle travel is a consequence. Practical reasons

could be for example that the motivation to car pool is not at a sufficiently high level, and

individual transport becomes more attractive since the experienced cost regarding travel

time is lower due to lower congestion. Furthermore, migration to urban areas and also

moving away from the city centers to suburbs is more attractive in case of a satisfying

traffic connection. This further increases traffic volume [22]. Not least, population growth

is a major contributor [23]. Research in travel time budget also shows that people tend

to accept spending a defined time per day for mobility - regardless of the current traffic

conditions [24]. Consequential, the travel distance varies, and the willingness of drivers to

accept trips in congested situations is lower. Figure 1.1 illustrates a theory of supply and

demand, stating that traffic volume grows until congestion occurs, and then flattens due

to higher cost for drivers as a result, represented by the blue curve. The shown projected

traffic growth seems to indicate the necessity of intervention for operators. As soon as the

capacity is increased e.g. by additional lanes, this process repeats and again levels off as

soon as equilibrium is achieved again (red curve) [25].

The future consequences of new traffic attraction by increasing road capacity can be

distinguished into short-term, i.e. vehicles switch from other routes or mode shifts, and

long-term effects [26]. The latter describe the accumulation of short-term effects over years,

such as land use changes or overall increase in automobile dependency. The impacts are

present in literature since the early 1960s [27] and referred to as Generated Traffic for
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Definitions 

Generated Traffic: Additional peak-period vehicle trips on a particular roadway that occur when 
capacity is increased. This may consist of shifts in travel time, route, mode, destination and frequency.  

Induced travel: An increase in total vehicle mileage due to roadway improvements that increase vehicle 
trip frequency and distance, but exclude travel shifted from other times and routes. 

Latent demand: Additional trips that would be made if travel conditions improved (less congested, 
higher design speeds, lower vehicle costs or tolls). 

Triple Convergence: Increased peak-period vehicle traffic volumes that result when roadway capacity 
increases, due to shifts from other routes, times and modes. 

 
Figure 1 illustrates this pattern. Traffic volumes grow until congestion develops, then the growth 
rate declines and achieves equilibrium, indicated by the curve becoming horizontal. A demand 
projection made during this growth period will indicate that more capacity is needed, ignoring 
the tendency of traffic volumes to eventually level off. If additional lanes are added there will be 
another period of traffic growth as predicted. 
 
Figure 1 How Road Capacity Expansion Generates Traffic 
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Traffic grows when roads are uncongested, but the growth rate declines as congestion develops, 
reaching a self-limiting equilibrium (indicated by the curve becoming horizontal). If capacity 
increases, traffic grows until it reaches a new equilibrium. This additional peak-period vehicle travel 
is called “generated traffic.” The portion that consists of absolute increases in vehicle travel (as 
opposed to shifts in time and route) is called “induced travel.” 
 
 
Generated traffic can be considered from two perspectives. Project planners are primarily 
concerned with the traffic generated on the expanded road segment, since this affects the 
project’s congestion reduction benefits. Others may be concerned with changes in total vehicle 

Figure 1.1: Generated Traffic by Road Capacity Expansion [25]

the short term [25] and Induced Demand or Induced Traffic for the long-term [25,28–30].

These ratios define which percentage of the provided, increased road capacity is filled up

again with newly generated traffic. The lower bound is obviously zero (no new traffic

occurs), whereas the majority of references refer to an upper bound below one. But still,

there exist documents which present results of an induced demand of 1.0 [31], or even

greater than that [32].

The following list contains a brief summary of relevant projects from literature.

• The study of Hansen et al. in [23] analyzes the relationship between the available

lane-miles supplied by highways, and the traffic, which is measured in Vehicle Miles

Traveled (VMT). They consider data from the state of California, US from the

years 1973 to 1990 and come to the conclusion that the induced demand (called

lane-mile elasticity in this paper) is between 0.6 and 0.7 for urban areas, and 0.9

at a metropolitan level. According to the results therein, the impacts materialize

within five years. The findings further include no evidence that the increase in state

highway-miles has affected other traffic, but however, the authors append that the

used data was limited for off-state highways.

• A very popular work regarding this topic is authored by Noland et al., who performed

empirical measurements in the United States which quantify the amount of added

traffic. Their results comprise an induced demand of half of the increased road

capacity within 5 years. The authors further claim that ”eventually 80 per cent”

(induced traffic of 0.8) will be filled up in the long run [30].
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• A distinction between two types of induced demand is made by a more recent work

by Hymel et al. [28]. Those are on the one hand the accessibility increase of new

locations and underdeveloped areas, and attraction of new traffic due to reduced

congestion on the other hand. In summary, the estimated values for induced demand

are based on VMT and income. The investigation yields values for induced demand

of 0.05 in the short run and 0.16 in the long run. The presented results are at the

low end with regard to the available literature, but the authors compare their results

to other results (to the work from Noland [30], among others). They further argue

that they considered total traffic on a wide area in contrast to other investigations,

and most of the capacity expansion effects would occur only in highly congested

urban areas. Additionally, the differences in results could be explained by different

measurement time spans, capacity measures or other deviations in control variables.

• Cervero et al. [33] introduce a model which also accounts congestion for both inter-

ested time intervals by examining a freeway project in California, US. Over a 15-year

period, the induced travel elasticities result in 0.10 and 0.39 for the short and long

run, respectively.

Transportation elasticities can be calculated by several formulas based on different per-

formance measures, which could be travel distance (VMT), vehicle emissions or travel time

(Vehicle Hours Traveled (VHT)), among others [34]. ”Elasticity” basically is described by

the following general definition:

”An elasticity gives the impact of a change in an independent (or stimulus) variable

on a dependent (or response) variable, both measured in percentage changes.” [35]

In principle, the additionally materializing values which are determined after the capac-

ity improvement are divided by a quantification of added capacity, such as equation (1.1)

indicates.

Elasticity =
∆VMT

∆LaneMiles
(1.1)

With respect to the existing investigations, it is certainly not easy to make a globally

valid statement related to this issue [26, 28, 36, 37]. A comprehensive meta-analysis of

different approaches and studies in literature can be found in [34]. The authors analyzed

numerous studies and summarized the results for induced demand values separated into

short and long-term (i.e. up to about 5 years and beyond that time, respectively), what

is reproduced in figure 1.2. It reveals the significantly differing result values manifesting

from numerous studies [23, 29, 31–33, 38–44]. The short and long time horizon separation
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Figure 1.2: Comparison of Different Approaches for Determination of Induced Traffic

(Elasticity) (reproduced from [34, p. 21] by permission of the authors)

is represented by the orange and green bars of figure 1.2 for each study. The differences

in studies derive from the circumstance that not all studies bring up both time horizons.

However, one investigation even shows divergent results for urban and rural environments

[23].

The quantification how much capacity will be filled up depends on many influencing fac-

tors, including the road structure, economic influences and statistical evaluation method.

Induced demand also is subject to the size of investigated area, since diverted trips cause

more effects on single routes than they do on a more spacious regional area [23, 34]. In

addition, the prediction strength of different studies is not clear even if the models repli-

cate the road conditions precisely, since the parameters on which these studies base on

still need to stay constant over time for the results to be correct.

The uncertainty of the predictions is revealed by the example of two different investi-

gations applied to the same data, which argue in somewhat contrary directions. In [45],

the central statement predicates little improvements to a higher level of service through

adding road capacity due to the high increase in VMT of 0.9 % related to a 1.0 % increase

in lane miles (remark: induced demand = 0.9), according to the authors. But still, it
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is pointed out in the conclusion that convergence to any individual highway project may

not be the case. Quite contrary to this work, Mokhtarian et al. [42] find no significant

coherence between increased capacity and newly generated traffic for the very same data,

just by applying a different methodology. Moreover, the used database containing traffic

data was extended by six years by the authors of [42], which have become available in the

meantime. They disagree with the initial study and believe the reason for the divergence

in results is overestimation due to wrong attribution of the new traffic to induced demand,

rather than other uncontrolled factors. The authors compare the so-called Average Daily

Traffic (ADT) of selected improved and unimproved road segments between 1976 and

1996 (in contrast to VMT, which is used by other studies), and find no distinguishable

statistical growth rate in the observation period. They claim that capacity expansion has

a negligible effect on traffic growth during the observation period.

This once more points out that the studies from literature reflect in each case a certain,

specific situation and cannot be projected to any individual other environment easily, what

is also emphasized by several of the cited works, regardless of their conclusions. The two

hypotheses

1. ”Traffic will not be affected significantly, meaning the volume stays approximately

constant and thus density decreases with the application of ITS.” and

2. ”Newly generated capacities do not improve traffic flow in the long run, but solely

lead to higher traffic volume since the available capacities are filled up by generated

traffic completely.”

will presumably both not hold. To a greater degree, the truth will lie somewhere in-

between [38, p. 62].

In the end, however, an improved travel comfort can be achieved by a combination of

the following fields of application [42]:

• Expansion of infrastructure: Although this is very cost-intensive, arguments

that were already mentioned above such as an increasing world population and

urbanization make broadening of roads, adding highway lanes and building of new

roads necessary to a certain degree.

• Traffic avoidance: As a central instrument of transportation science, the stimula-

tion of people’s motivation to use transportation types different to motorized private

transport (i.e. passenger cars) or carpooling plays an important role. More sophis-

ticated land-use planning can be applied to decrease traffic demand. Of course, less

individual vehicles cause relaxation and decrease congestion probability.
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• Optimization of the utilization of existing infrastructure: Basically summa-

rized as ITS, technical progress in car development, new communication standards

and technical improvements of the infrastructure open up many new possibilities

to improve traffic flow and increase efficiency. This can be changes in travel time,

intended detours as well as different starts and destinations to avoid rush hours.

The main focus of this thesis lies on detailed investigations related to the third bullet

point. Tremendous research effort is made in this field, and new technical possibilities

such as autonomous cars will further increase opportunities. Without any doubt, the

remaining topics are not at all negligible. Therefore, section 6.3 discusses constraints for

the proposed methodology and analyzes it from a different perspective. Notwithstanding,

the potential of a more efficient use of the existing road infrastructure is very high, as this

thesis reveals and describes fine-grained in chapter 5.

1.4 Thesis Organization

During the work on this thesis I published several papers as first author or together with

research colleagues as co-author. The content of most of them is discussed in this final

thesis, also have some passages been quoted verbatim from the following papers and ar-

ticles. In [46] and [47], the traffic simulator TraffSim which was used for all simulation

experiments within this work is introduced. Those papers give an overview of the basic

architecture of TraffSim, including available functionality and applicable models. Addi-

tionally, we developed a mechanism to generate virtual road networks, which can further

be used to carry out vehicular traffic simulations [48]. The generation process uses a Lin-

denmayer system [49] and takes the environment such as the geographic terrain, rivers

and woods as well as the population density into consideration to customize the road den-

sity. In [50], an intersection control is introduced for various types of road crossings and

highway ramps and exits as well as multiple control strategies such as traffic lights, traf-

fic signs or unregulated intersections. Subsequently, [51] presents isolated traffic control

strategies within TraffSim. The concept for an extension to existing lane change models

which enables cooperative behavior is explained in [52], while [53] analyzes the perfor-

mance of the model. The PCMA* rerouting algorithm is presented and evaluated in [17],

while [54] analyzes the ability of PCMA* with varying penetration rates. The robustness

of dynamic routing algorithms towards non-ideal communication delays by example of

PCMA* is analyzed in [55].

The following publications are not directly related to this thesis and therefore not in-

cluded. We introduce an LTE system level simulator and present investigations based on

simulation results of this simulator in [56]. Those comprise effects of inhomogeneous distri-

bution of up- and downlink users, and the potential of Long Term Evolution (LTE) Time
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Division Duplex (TDD) to adapt the capacities and react to this asymmetry. In [57], we an-

alyze the side benefits of vehicular rerouting in the context of inter-vehicle communication.

The local density of vehicles decreases due to detours, which further can improve commu-

nication reliability based on a lower local concentration of communication nodes. Possible

heuristic optimization approaches related to vehicular traffic simulations are ranked in [58].

The medium access of Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers (IEEE) 802.11p is

modeled and an algorithm to reduce the complexity of the communication network while

retaining its properties is introduced in [59]. Finally, [60] treats human driving behavior

injection into TraffSim.

The remainder of this thesis is organized as follows:

The next chapter 2 gives an overview of vehicular traffic simulation including back-

grounds and routing capabilities, with special regard to the mostly used models. In chap-

ter 3, the PCMA* algorithm is introduced and elucidated in detail. Chapter 4 gives

insights into communication technologies, especially in vehicular environments as well as

the applied message delay models. The outcome of the conducted investigations includ-

ing an algorithm comparison as well as simulations with distinct penetration rates and

unideal communication delay is presented in chapter 5. Chapter 6 concludes the thesis

and contains thoughts for future work.





2

Elements of

Vehicular Simulation

Modeling of vehicular road traffic is a broadly diversified topic. It has serious consequences

for human drivers, residents of roads, animals and the environment how we manage to

travel from one location to another. In order to investigate the influence of traffic man-

agement, simulations are a practical and often the only feasible instrument for prediction

of the impacts of different deployed applications.

13
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2.1 Simulation Theory and Background

Modeling of vehicular road traffic is a very complex topic. It has serious consequences for

human drivers, residents of roads, animals and the environment how we use vehicles to

travel from A to B. With respect to the steadily increasing traffic volume, it is essential

to deal with the big amount of vehicles optimally to minimize the driving time, traveled

distance and subsequently exhausted emissions. Traffic jams cause, in addition to the

mentioned issues, huge public cost for cities or countries, and should therefore be reduced.

For that reasons it is important to learn and understand how to deal with this problem,

and to achieve an improvement by intelligent control and management of traffic.

In order to investigate the influence of traffic management and put the results into

numbers, simulators are a practical instrument for trying to predict the impacts of different

deployed applications. Various situations and parameters can be set up with the objective

of prognosticating possible implications resulting of the input change. In many cases, real

time experiments are infeasible or even impossible to perform, be it because of the high

number of involved vehicles or the impracticality of reproducing the same situation with

different parameters to show their influence. Generally, simulators for vehicular traffic can

mainly be classified in microscopic or macroscopic types, depending on the granularity of

investigation, temporal resolution and level of detail [61].

2.1.1 Macroscopic Simulation

Macroscopic models deal with the traffic properties in a coarse level of resolution as ag-

gregated characteristics rather than single vehicles’ properties. Traffic is modeled as a

compressible fluid or gas with the main properties of interest vehicle flow, spatial density

and average velocity [62, 63]. The equations are similar to fluid dynamics, at least in

free-flowing conditions. In contrast, some fundamental differences can be recognized in

congested conditions [64]. That is why in practice microscopic models are often used, from

which the parameters for the macroscopic models are derived. Also, mesoscopic models,

which analyze groups of elements of transportation (such as platoons) can be used to

derive those parameters. In other words, this means that it is in some cases required to

model concrete situations of interest in detail, if key aspects depend on exactly those. The

representative results can consequently be used to configure and customize the macro-

scopic models. An advantage is the resource-efficient simulation of multilane traffic by

effective one-lane traffic [65] and statistical modeling of overtaking maneuvers. Generally,

macroscopic models allow much faster and computationally efficient simulations by encap-

sulation of vehicles to continuity equations, at the price of results with lower detail level.

Additionally, it is tricky to describe nonlinear phenomena [64, 66] and to find one out of

many existing macroscopic models that fits best to the specific kind of application [67].
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2.1.2 Microscopic Simulation

In contrast to the aforementioned models, microscopic simulation models represent each

vehicle as a single particle in the system. Each simulated unit has its defined counterpart

in reality. Vehicle dynamics such as acceleration behavior, discrete lane change maneuvers,

interactions between vehicles and intersection crossings are modeled in detail and individ-

ually. The complexity and computational effort for calculation is therefore many times

higher than for macroscopic models. A huge amount of outside influences must be consid-

ered, which include assessment of speeds, breaking and acceleration distances, interaction

with other vehicles as well as consideration of traffic signs, traffic lights and traffic laws.

Basically, a microscopic model needs to represent all abilities that a human driver learns

at the driving school combined with the perception of the environment [68]. Depending

on the model, different parametrization allows the application of various electronic sys-

tems starting with driving assistance via partial or full automation up right through to

autonomous driving. All these technical supporting mechanisms and their influences can

be represented in detail for simulations by microscopic modeling.

With respect to the focus of this thesis, it is important to enable investigations on ITS

and Advanced Traffic Management (ATM), which is one of the main objectives of micro-

simulation [69]. Detailed modeling of intersections as well as the combined application

of urban and highway scenarios is required to enable fine granular results and reveal the

reasons for differences in simulation results. Another key aspect is the precise modeling

of fuel consumption. In view of the required information exchange between vehicles and

the routing entity, the provision of results with non-ideal communication environments

implies the usage of microscopic models, since both the point in time and the concrete

vehicle where the problem occurs matter.

2.2 Models for Microscopic Traffic Simulation

In this section, models for the experiments that were carried out within the context of

this thesis are introduced. Amid numerous investigated and countless existing models in

literature, only those which are relevant for the presented experiments are introduced here.

2.2.1 Longitudinal Models

This kind of models controls the movement of vehicles along the road, i.e. acceleration

and speed. The used longitudinal models generally base on the comprehensive work of

M. Treiber and A. Kesting in [70] and are implementations of the car-following mod-

els Intelligent Driver Model (IDM) and Extended Intelligent Driver Model (EIDM) [71].

Those models are both complete, which means accident-free and are dedicated to produce
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acceleration profiles that are plausible and also could stem from a human driver. They

produce smooth acceleration curves and provide controllable stability properties [72].

The following basic requirements are defined for all models [70]:

• The vehicle accelerates to the desired target speed in free-flow.

• The chosen acceleration is dependent on the distance to the front vehicle, i.e. the

acceleration decreases as soon as the distance does, and vice versa.

• In situation with dynamically approaching vehicles, the acceleration decreases as the

approaching speed increases (e.g. in case of a slowing down front vehicle), and vice

versa.

• A safe distance between two vehicles is defined, which must not be undershot.

• The braking maneuvers are soft in normal situations, which means the acceleration

must not be less than a defined safe deceleration. Furthermore, the comfortable

acceleration is exceeded in critical situation, but not longer than necessary.

• Smooth transitions between driving modes are guaranteed. The acceleration function

is therefore continuously differentiable.

The basis of all those models it the IDM, which is the simplest of the mentioned.

Equation (2.1) describes the calculation of the new acceleration anew value according

to [70, p. 188].

anew = a ∗

(
1−

(
v

v0

)δ
−
(
s∗(v,∆v)

s

)2
)

(2.1)

The current speed v is considered in relation to the target speed v0, analogous to

the current distance to the front vehicle s which is compared to the target distance s∗,

(equation (2.2)). The exponent δ represents the aggressiveness of the driver, that is how

fast and intense he or she reacts to changes of the front vehicle.

s∗(v,∆v) = s0 +max

(
0, vT +

v∆v

2
√
a ∗ b

)
(2.2)

The target distance depends on the current speed v and the speed difference to the

front vehicle ∆v. It includes the minimum distance between two vehicles s0, the travel

time T since the last update. The ’intelligent’ acceleration strategy also includes the

comfortable acceleration a and safe deceleration value b.

As also emphasized by the authors, the original IDM model basically is applicable

for single-lane roads and does not consider any external influences as are the case in

intersections or multi-lane roads [70]. Therefore, the EIDM was introduced and avoids

unnaturally strong braking reactions in case of another vehicle changing its lane and

becomes the new front vehicle, which is called Constant-Acceleration Heuristic (CAH) by
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the authors [71]. Additionally, this model is described to have characteristics related to

modern Adaptive Cruise Control (ACC) assistance systems, and is therefore used for this

purpose. For more details regarding it is referred to [71].

The EIDM model partially counteracts weaknesses of the IDM, but only those that are

related to lane change maneuvers. The behavior modeling of vehicles in and before inter-

sections or highway ramps and exits is a complex task, and is not covered by the proposed

longitudinal models, neither is it by any existing longitudinal model of my knowledge.

Comprehensive intersection modeling requires interaction between intersection control al-

gorithms, lane change algorithms and lengthwise movement, which is basically out of scope

of a basic longitudinal model.

2.2.2 Lane Change Modeling

The lane-changing rules in my experiments base on the model Minimizing Overall Braking

Induced by Lane Changes (MOBIL) [73]. As the name suggests, the decision whether to

change to a neighbor lane is calculated by considering both the utility of the current lane

as well as the benefits or risks of a potential target lane. Additionally, the impacts of a lane

change on vehicles on the target lane are examined. The latter feature is what differentiates

MOBIL from other, egoistic lane change models, as other vehicles are considered to a

defined degree.

The core functionality of MOBIL is the calculation of a balance between the current

and a possible target lane in terms of acceleration. It considers the old front and back

vehicle (OF and OB, respectively) as well as the new front and new back (NF and NB).

Such a situation is illustrated in figure 2.1.

ME

NBNF

OF OB

ME

Figure 2.1: Lane change situation with MOBIL

In order to consider traffic rules where driving on the rightmost lane is mandatory, a

bias is used to urge vehicles to do so, if possible. Additionally, the intensity of consideration

of other vehicles’ satisfaction with the situation after the lane change can be influenced

with a politeness factor from 0 to 1. A value of 0 means completely egoistic behaviour,

while 1 changes the behaviour so that other drivers’ needs are considered at the same

level as the own conditions. Equation (2.3) illustrates the calculation of the acceleration
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balance according to [70], which is done for possible target lanes to the left and right. If

any of the balances are greater than zero, the new target lane is defined. If both fit this

condition, the greater of the two balances indicates the more attractive lane. A hysteresis

threshold should avoid numerous lane changes within a short time.

balance = amenew−ameold +politeness∗
(
aNFnew − aNFold + aOFnew − aOFold

)
− threshold− bias (2.3)

The pseudocode in algorithm 1 describes how MOBILs acceleration balance calculation

is implemented.

Algorithm 1 Calculation of prospective acceleration balance [73]

1: function CalcAccelerationBalance(vehicle, targetLane, politeness, bias)

2: curLane← vehicle.lane

3: if vehicle has front vehicle then

4: curFrontV eh← GetFrontVehicle(vehicle, curLane)

5: end if

6: if vehicle has back vehicle then

7: curBackV eh← GetFrontVehicle(vehicle, curLane)

8: end if

9: if vehicle has front vehicle on targetLane then

10: newFrontV eh← GetFrontVehicle(vehicle, targetLane)

11: end if

12: if vehicle has back vehicle on targetLane then

13: newBackV eh← GetFrontVehicle(vehicle, targetLane)

14: end if

15: newBackNewAcc← CalcAccVirtual(targetLane, newBackV eh, vehicle)

16: newBackOldAcc← CalcAcc(targetLane, newBackV eh)

17: meNewAcc← CalcAccVirtual(targetLane, vehicle, newFrontV eh)

18: meOldAcc← CalcAcc(curLane, vehicle)

19: oldBackNewAcc← CalcAccVirtual(curLane, oldBackV eh, curFrontV eh)

20: oldBackOldAcc← CalcAcc(targetLane, newBackV eh)

. Calculate differences for involved vehicles

21: oldBackDiff ← oldBackNewAcc− oldBackOldAcc
22: newBackDiff ← newBackNewAcc− newBackOldAcc
23: meDiff ← meNewAcc−meOldAcc
24: balance← meDiff + politeness ∗ (oldBackDiff + newBackDiff − threshold− bias)

return balance

25: end function

2.2.3 Cooperative Longitudinal and Lane Change Behaviour

The consideration of different traffic conditions and incomplete knowledge of other ve-

hicles intentions makes the development of comprehensive models for lane change and

longitudinal movement more complex. Further, safety plays an important role, as well

as smoothness of lane changes. Several microscopic models can be found in literature,

which all are designed for specific use cases and have their pros and cons depending on
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Figure 2.2: Solvable and problematic situations before multilane intersection

the defined requirements, the environment, density of vehicles or characteristics of the

road network [74]. An essential capability of such a model is also to be applicable in

different situations. A possible intention of changing a lane can be to follow the desired

route, which would not be possible on the current lane, which is the main focus of this

subsection. In particular, turn restrictions before intersections must be considered. The

intention of drivers to switch to the correct lane which allows them to follow their desired

route must be executed early enough before entering the intersection in order to enable

automatic route guidance through the intersection. Especially in congested situations,

individual lane changes are often not possible without the cooperation of vehicles in the

neighboring lane, as figure 2.2 shows. In the left part (figure 2.2a, no problem will occur

because the target lane for vehicle 4 is free and it can change without any problems. In

contrast, figure 2.2b shows a problem situation where the vehicles 9 and 10 intend to move

to the right lane that leads to exits B or C, but are blocked by vehicles 7, 11 and 13 which

occupy this lane.

Vehicles 9 and 10 cannot stay on the current lane, because the upcoming intersection

restricts turns to the left, which is not the intended direction. For this situation to solve,

the lane change model on its own cannot achieve satisfying results. Therefore, an interface

to the longitudinal model is defined, which can influence the acceleration and movement

behavior to let the neighbor vehicle align and merge into the own lane. A comprehensive

model also requires consideration of multiple vehicles in front of the subject vehicle, on

both the right and left neighbor lanes. As soon as any of the front vehicles expresses

its intent to change its lane to the subject lane, the model takes this into account when

calculating its acceleration, speed and target lane.

A connection between lane change intentions and longitudinal behavior is inevitable,

since the models influence each other [75]. Therefore, I developed Cooperative Lane Change

and Longitudinal Behavior Model Extension (CLLxt) [52], which is a versatile extension
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(b) Invoking vehicle 90 completely merged

Figure 2.3: Snapshots of lane change maneuver before intersection

to existing longitudinal and lane change models and adds cooperative behavior that is

especially relevant in congested situations. After determination of a target lane within

a certain distance before the next intersection, an urgency function according to equa-

tion (2.4) is applied to quantify the necessity of a lane change, as the vehicle gets closer

to the intersection. It depends on the current distance to the junction, denoted as djunc.

Additionally, a safety gap D is implemented, which specifies the minimal gap between

vehicle and intersection border before the lane change must be completed. Equation (2.5)

defines the maximum needed distance dchange for reaching the target lane. It is also ap-

plicable for more than one lane change by consideration of the difference in lanes between

the current and target lane nlanediff . The resulting urgency U in the interval [0, 1] is used

for slowing down and waiting for a chance to execute the lane change.

U = min

[
1, 1− djunc −D

dchange

]
(2.4)

dchange = (texit + tchange ∗ nlanediff ) ∗ vlimit −D (2.5)

Figure 2.3 shows the applied model in action within TraffSim, where the left part

(Figure 2.3a) shows the time of decision and the right part (Figure 2.3b) illustrates the

situation after completed lane change. The colors of the vehicles denote the current accel-

eration value, where green means positive acceleration, red describes negative acceleration

(braking) and blue and black imply zero acceleration (steady drive and standstill, respec-

tively).

In order to provide better understanding of the influence of CLLxt, figure 2.4 shows

history graphs of speed and acceleration over time for the affected vehicles 56 and 90,

obtained from a traffic simulation. It’s the very same situation as in figure 2.3. The blue

solid line represents speed history, the red line shows the acceleration and time is plotted

on the X-axis. The green dashed line t1 and the orange dotted line t2 mark significant
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(a) Diagram of applying vehicle 56 (b) Diagram of invoking vehicle 90

Figure 2.4: Speed and acceleration graphs for both supplying and invoking vehicles

timestamps. At time t1, the driver of the supplying vehicle (in this example number 56),

recognizes the intended lane change of the invoking vehicle (vehicle 90). This behavior is

reflected in a drop of acceleration, which becomes negative and the vehicle brakes. Thus,

certainly also the speed drops and the gap between the vehicle 56 and its original front

vehicle becomes larger. At time t2, the gap is large enough for the invoking vehicle 90 to

merge. As a consequence, the acceleration and speed graphs in Figure 2.4b rise and the

lane change can be completed. Figure 2.3a depicts the bird’s view at exactly this point in

time.

For further details regarding CLLxt, it is referred to [52].

2.2.4 Fuel Consumption Model

Since the simulation studies use the consumed fuel as one of the major performance in-

dicators for comparisons and achieved improvements, the way how it is modeled plays

a vital role. Especially the influence of acceleration and breaking maneuvers and how

traffic jams and stop-and-go-traffic increase fuel consumption is important, and can be

modeled by microscopic fuel consumption models [70]. Within all simulations, we use a

physics-based model which basically calculates the required power to overcome all kinds

of physical resistance.
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Physical Fundamentals

The driving resistances are built up of several components and can be divided into steady-

state resistances, which occur when traveling with constant speed and dynamic resistances

caused by the inertia, which act when a vehicle is accelerating [76].

• Steady-state resistances

– Rolling resistance FR

– Aerodynamic drag FA

– Climbing resistance FC

• Dynamic resistances

– Inertial resistance FI

The total driving resistance is calculated by summing up all mechanical forces in

equations (2.7) to (2.10), as defined in equation (2.6) [76].

Ftotal = FR + FA + FC + FI (2.6)

FR = m ∗ g ∗ µ (2.7)

FA = 0.5 ∗ ρair ∗ cd ∗A ∗ v2 (2.8)

FC = m ∗ g ∗ sin(φ) (2.9)

FI = m ∗ g ∗ a (2.10)

Equation (2.7) includes the variables for vehicle mass m, the gravity g of 9.81m/s2

and the rolling friction coefficient µ. The aerodynamic drag is dependent of the density

of air ρair, a vehicle-dependent aerodynamic drag coefficient cd, the cross section surface

A and the current velocity v. For modeling up- and downhill routes, FC is calculated by

the helps of the current slope angle ρ. The inertial resistance depends mainly from the

current acceleration a.

Engine Power

In order to overcome the driving resistance, the engine has to raise power. In addition,

the introduced model from [70] uses a supplementary base power P0 for the rest of vehicle

operations (lights, radio, air condition etc.), which is also necessary on standstill. The

overall power is calculated according to equation (2.11) [70, p. 390]. No energy can be

recuperated, but the fuel flow is cut off as soon as the mechanical force becomes negative,

what is the case in all modern vehicles.
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P (v, a)total = max (P0 + v ∗ Ftotal(v, a), 0) (2.11)

The consumption rate is determined by considering the required power P (v, a)total, the

caliometric energy density of the fuel wcal and an efficiency factor γ. The consumed fuel C

is calculated according to equation (2.12) by using the engine speed f , the overall power

demand Ptotal and the efficiency factor γ. The engine speed f is calculated as stated in

equation (2.13) and additionally to mentioned variables relies on the transmission ratio

Rt and the dynamical tire radius rdyn [70, p. 391].

C =
Ptotal

γ(Ptotal, f) ∗ wcal
(2.12)

f =
Rt ∗ v

2π ∗ rdyn
(2.13)

Further details to fuel consumption models can be found in the very comprehensive

work from Martin Treiber and Arne Kesting in [70].

CO2 Emissions

As carbon dioxide is one of the most prominent greenhouse gases responsible for global

warming [77], it is also considered in the simulation results. The relationship between

consumed fuel (which is diesel in all investigations) and emitted carbon dioxide is assumed

to be linear and translated according to equation (2.14) [77,78].

1 l diesel = 2.69 kg CO2 (2.14)

This conversion factor is valid for a density of 0.87 kg/l fuel. For reasons of simplicity,

deviations such as various fuel densities, gasoline cars, different combustion engine types

or climatic conditions are disregarded.

Review

For all simulations that were carried out, I configured vehicles with diesel combustion

engines and the introduced physics-based model without exception for the sake of keeping

the focus on methods for optimization of traffic flow. I admit that this practice is slightly

disconnected from reality nowadays. However, application of many different engine types

such as electric powered, petrol and diesel combustion engines, hydrogen driven etc. would

complicate the investigation, lead to a multiple of the already considerable amount of

varying parameters and thus goes beyond the scope of this thesis.

Certainly, the described model also comprises some simplifications in several areas,

but for the evaluations within this thesis further details are negligible. The detail level
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is sufficient for showing differences between congested and smooth traffic flows which are

not linearly related to the average speed, but reveal significantly higher fuel consumption

for the former.

2.2.5 Model Validation

Calibration and especially validation of microscopic simulation models is a difficult en-

deavor in the development and application of them, especially but not limited to the

possibilities for model adaption to empirical data [79]. A suitable approach to validate

the behavior of such models is to compare to real-world experiments, where all relevant

data such as trajectories, acceleration and speed as well as gaps to the front vehicle are

recorded over time for all vehicles.

For the longitudinal model we apply for the conducted simulations, the chosen pa-

rameters were calibrated and validated to have realistic values and have a reasonable

interpretation [80, 81]. Due to the fact that more vehicles are involved, the empirical

investigation of lane change behavior is much more difficult compared to car-following

models. Additionally, the intent for a lane change is manifold and overlaps strategic, tac-

tical and operational behavior [82]. Nevertheless, the lane change models are validated

by comparing with recorded real data, as is the case in [83]. Fuel consumption models

are validated by comparing the calculated fuel consumption with driving cycle experi-

ments [70]. While the determination of driving resistance in the applied model bases on

fundamental physics, the consumption is strongly dependent on car-specific characteristics

such as engine maps, aerodynamic drag or tire dimensions, which makes the validation

more difficult and limits validations to a certain vehicle and engine.

2.3 Overview of TraffSim and Capabilities

All presented investigations and results are produced with the microscopic traffic simu-

lator TraffSim, which is a proprietary development within the Research Group nemo at

the University of Applied Sciences (UAS) Upper Austria, Campus Hagenberg. Basically,

TraffSim is a modular microscopic traffic simulator with optional UI feedback and exten-

sive possibilities for statistics analysis. The work on this software was started in 2012 with

the initial purpose of investigating the research questions this thesis deals with. However,

TraffSim has become a powerful tool in the meanwhile and was used in numerous pub-

lished research works since then, some of which are mentioned already in section 1.4. The

functionality of the simulator is extended continuously and is not limited to the results

presented in this thesis any more.

In this section, the most relevant capabilities and functionality of the simulator for the

investigations related to the presented results are explained.
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2.3.1 Simulation Mode

Apart from the basic distinction concerning the level of modeling detail into micro- and

macroscopic simulators, the applications of traffic simulation programs can be addition-

ally classified based on different approaches [61, 84], which are continuous and discrete

simulations for both time and space. TraffSim applies a time-discrete simulation, which

means that all vehicles’ states, acceleration, velocities and positions resulting therefrom

are calculated for a defined point in time. The calculation interval is fixed and can be

chosen arbitrarily low. Although very low intervals bring results close to time-continuous

differential equations, the required computation resources go up accordingly. Furthermore,

time continuity is no requirement for TraffSim - neither for the scope of this thesis, nor for

any other application of the simulator up to now. Much more important is the continuity

in space. In contrast to simulators which base on cellular automata, each vehicle can be

located at any position on the road. This is important for modeling real transportation

systems and perform investigations on traffic flow, where space-discrete models are not

suitable [70, p. 237].

2.3.2 Data Recording

Depending on the investigation, different properties with varying time resolution and

detail level can be required. Therefore, it is possible to record certain values of interest

and generate the output data with a configurable level of detail. The statistics can be

separated in two categories. The first category includes values related to a single vehicle

which change in each simulation time step such as:

• Travel distance

• Position

• Velocity

• Acceleration

• Current fuel consumption

Other events of interest which emerge only occasionally can be assigned to the second

category:

• Congestion detection or prediction

• Route changed

• Accident happened

• Vehicle entered or left simulation
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Values of the first introduced category that are recorded in each time step lead to a huge

amount of data, which increase with simulation length, number of vehicles in simulation

and with lower resolution in time. This is the reason for the possibility to summarize values

as so-called outline statistics. Especially relevant for the presented investigations are the

average travel distance, travel time and fuel consumption. The overhead for summing up

these values during simulation is negligible. In cases where information with higher level

of detail are unnecessary this methodology saves both storage space and time for writing

the data.

All result files are created in the open MAT-format [85] and ready for postprocessing

within Mathworks MATLAB [86].

2.3.3 Intersection Regulation

TraffSim contains many types of road crossings and junctions occurring in real road net-

works, including unregulated intersections without prioritization, traffic light controlled

ones, roundabouts, intersections regulated with road signs and combinations of them with

different numbers of road segments inwards and outwards. Basically, an intersection is a

connection between at least three road segments with one or multiple lanes, and contains

lane-to-lane connections for all allowed driving directions. Also, special situations such as

route changes before intersections and multilane situations are addressed. With the intro-

duced set of rules and situations, a great majority of intersections of real road networks

can be parametrized and simulated virtually and the requirements for traffic flow inves-

tigations through dynamic simulations are fulfilled. The system provides a decentralized

logic, which is applied to each intersection individually and therefore performs very well

due to the possibility of parallel execution [50].

The regulation algorithm uses the following levels of priority evaluation, which are

applied one after the other:

1. Traffic light signals

2. Road signs

3. Right-before-left rule, priority for vehicles turning right or going straight on com-

pared to left-turners

4. Closest vehicle (minimal driving time to intersection border)

Naturally, traffic lights are the major type of regulation, which always are applied as soon

as they are active. If no traffic lights exist for a specific intersection or they are not active

(e.g. yellow blinking), the next level of regulation becomes active. Road signs specify

the priorities in the second level. In situations where no unique preferred vehicle can

be determined, level 3 comes in. If even right-before-left rules leads to multiple equally
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Figure 2.5: Decision graph from request for entry to grant or refuse

prioritized vehicles instead of a single one, entry is granted to the closest vehicle (minimal

time to entry point). The diagram in figure 2.5 represents the decision process clearly.

Special care needs to be taken for situations which seem to be solvable straight-forward

for human drivers, but actually reveal to be more complex. I picked two of the most

common issues, as explained below.

Traffic Jam Situations: Independent of the regulation type, traffic may come to a

complete standstill while passing the intersection. Thus, exits are blocked and vehicles

cannot drive through because there is not enough space on the exiting road segment for

the whole vehicle length, although it would have the highest priority. Figure 2.6 shows

such circumstances. Vehicle v1 in figure 2.6b principally would have the right of way, but

cannot enter because its exit lane is blocked. Thus, v2 may enter and if the exit of v1

is still blocked, also v3 may pass. This issue is solved by supervising the available space

in the target lane and block entry for critical vehicles. Driving through the intersection

is not granted before the distance measured from the front vehicle of the blocked one

in the target lane to the intersection is larger than the length of the vehicle asking for

access grant and the front vehicle reaches a speed above a given threshold. This speed

threshold is necessary for ensuring smooth traffic flow in uncongested situations, because

the decision whether or not a vehicle must stop due to a potential standstill has to be made
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Figure 2.6: Different situations with a blocked exit connector

Table 2.1: Order of events leading to a deadlock

Time Initiator Event Grants Int. A Grants Int. B

t v1 RE Int. A none none

t v1 RE Int. B none v1

t+ 1 v2 RE Int. A v2 v1

t+ 2 v1 RE Int. A v1 v1

t+ 3 v3 RE Int. B none v1

early enough in order to allow a safe braking procedure. Without using that threshold,

traffic flow suffers because vehicles would always brake before a junction as long as another

vehicle occupies the intersection or the appropriate exit lane, although speed of all vehicles

is high enough so that no standstill is possible anyway.

Time of Decision Dilemma: A special deadlock situation as a result of intersection

modeling and an unfavorable order of requests for entry grant can be observed. The

sequence of events in table 2.1 leads to a situation where no vehicle can enter any more.

In this example, vehicle v1 has an entry grant for intersection B, but is not allowed to

pass intersection A. In further consequence, v2 enters intersection B before vehicle v1.

Therefore, v1 can never pass intersection B because v2 is in its way. Finally, vehicles v2

and v3 wait for v1 to pass through, which never happens. Figure 2.7 illustrates the initial

and deadlock situations.

This can be avoided by denying entry to intersections which are not the very next in

a vehicle’s route. Furthermore, we continuously check the granted entry permissions if

the respective vehicle is the closest of the incoming lane. If not, the entry grant is simply

removed and calculated from scratch to fix the deadlock situation.

An extensive description and further details concerning intersection modeling within

TraffSim can be found in [50].
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Figure 2.7: Vehicle layout before (2.7a) and after (2.7b) unfavorable decision

2.3.4 Road Infrastructure

In order to apply both existing road networks from real life or artificially generated ones,

TraffSim supports maps from OpenStreetMap (OSM) in the OSM XML format. This

combines the advantage of using existing editing tools for the maps (such as JOSM [87])

with the possibility to use map data which is available for most regions all over the world.

The map data from OpenStreetMap in its available formats is not suitable for routing,

nor is the geometry for all lanes available. Lanes with optional restrictions, intersections

and ramp/exit lanes are created according to the information in the OSM data. The data

basically contains a single polyline, which represents one road in both directions. Addi-

tionally, meta information such as the number of lanes in each direction, lane restrictions,

speed limit, road name and type are available, just to name the most relevant tags [88].

Figure 2.8 illustrates an extract of a road network. The upper part (figure 2.8a) shows

the graphical representation of what is available from OSM. In figure 2.8b, the processed

geometries with multiple lanes, intersections and highway ramps and exits is depicted.

In addition to the road segments, also intersections need to be generated. This process

is executed at each connection of more than two road segments. TraffSim creates a convex

hull polygon for each intersection, which represents the intersection bounds. Within this

area, connectors between lanes are generated according to the OSM metadata information

regarding driving restrictions. Figure 2.9 shows an example for a generated intersection.

The gray tracks indicate the centers of the lane connectors, which are bounded by the

yellow borders. The solid white road markings in the middle of each of the intersection

arms are located where the original single line polygon indicated the roads.
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(a) Original map graph from OSM

(b) Map graph after processing

Figure 2.8: Original and processed map segment
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Figure 2.9: Augmented intersection

2.3.5 Routing

Simultaneously with processing of the road network source data, a routable graph is gen-

erated out of the roads. The graph is weighed with the initial cost which is based on the

road length and speed limit of the road segments. Each existing connection between two

intersection nodes has its unique routing ID, with which it can be referenced by defined

routes. In turn, a route is nothing else but a list of IDs referring to the road segments in

the order they should be passed.

Naturally, the decision which connector to take depends on the route of the affected

vehicle. The fitting connector to follow the route is chosen automatically, as described in

section 2.2.2. As TraffSim allows to update routes dynamically, it is also necessary to take

care that a route update is avoided if a vehicle is in close proximity to the intersection

and a change to a different lane, which would be required to follow the new route, is not

possible anymore. In such a case, the simulator prohibits the route update.

2.4 Vehicular Routing Basics

As the vehicle routing problem is a very huge domain but still one of the core research fields

of this thesis, short descriptions of the most relevant algorithms which are the background

for this work are given.

The basis for all routes that are calculated is a single-directed graph. This graph is

built up by the osm2po framework out of OSM map data. Its edges are the road segments

and the vertices are intersections, where at least two road segments are connected to

each other. As the graph is single directed, a road with lanes in both directions has two

independent edges, one for each direction. The cost for a route is calculated by summing

up the traversed segments from a defined source to a destination vertex.
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2.4.1 Dijkstra Algorithm

On of the most common algorithm and also the basis for routing within this thesis is the

Dijkstra routing algorithm, named after Edsger W. Dijkstra [89]. It is able to find the

shortest path to any target for a given source node by traversing nodes and assigning the

cost to reach each node from this start node. While traversing, the cost is summed up,

and if the currently assigned cost of a node is higher than the just calculated node for an

alternative path, this cost is assigned and the currently traversed path is the new shortest

path to this respective node. This procedure is repeated until all nodes were visited and

therefore the definite shortest path is found.

2.4.2 A* Algorithm

Due to the fact that all nodes are visited at least once, the algorithm follows multiple use-

less and unnecessary ways, which increases the complexity of the algorithm. Therefore,

the routing engine bases on the A* algorithm, which is an extension of the Dijkstra algo-

rithm and improves performance by using heuristics to guide the search [90]. The routing

mechanism which is proposed in chapter 3 bases on the A* algorithm, as do all reference

algorithms presented within this thesis. While the type of heuristics is problem-specific in

the original definition, the Euclidean distance between two nodes is used within the scope

of this work.

2.5 Categories of Traffic Optimization Systems

Multiple types of automatic, active traffic guidance and optimization systems exist. The

available approaches can be separated into the following groups.

2.5.1 Dynamic Traffic Assignment (DTA)

Theoretical traffic optimization solutions are algorithms on dynamic traffic assignment

(DTA) [91–93], which lead to user equilibrium. The optimization process usually runs in

multiple cycles, until the optimal equilibrium is achieved. This means that after applica-

tion of the DTA mechanism, not any single vehicle can achieve a better time to destination

when changing its route and is described as Nash equilibrium in literature [94]. A signif-

icant drawback is the non-applicability in reality, due to the lack of providing real-time

guidance, reaction to unforeseen congestion, high computational effort, and first and fore-

most multiple necessary calculation cycles.
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2.5.2 Reactive Algorithms

This type of rerouting algorithms cannot react on traffic jams before they occur, and

are also described as route guidance systems. In other words, those systems can calculate

routes by taking into account the current traffic conditions, which can be detected anyhow

by sensors [95], traffic surveillance infrastructure, report of humans or emergency vehicles.

According to the current position and desired destination, the systems can calculate a

route by considering known traffic conditions. Some examples are WITS [96], CDRG [97]

or RETINA [98].

2.5.3 Predictive Algorithms

A number of approaches from literature predict traffic by using historical data. The

forecast is carried out by making use of correlations between traffic flow, congestion and the

time, day of week or month. Historical flow data from given locations on the roads is used

for modeling future behavior in the same locations. They play an important role in traffic

flow forecasting and are either univariate models [99, 100], which use collected flow data

to predict the traffic for the very same location or multivariate models [101–103], which

describe traffic flow simultaneously in various locations by using historical flow data [104].

Other approaches are the usage of Bayesian models [105] or neural networks [106] for

prediction. The authors of [107] propose an algorithm which uses flow detection and

prediction based on historic data and measurements through VANET as well.

However, the available knowledge of the road conditions is often incomplete or lim-

ited to highways and interurban roads, be it due to comparably high cost of surveillance

infrastructure or because of insufficient reported incidents. The necessary traffic flow de-

tectors, cameras or induction loops are expensive to deploy and maintain, and thus they

are often not available, especially for lower level road networks. The strong dependency

on accuracy and availability of the collected data and density of the sensors is a drawback

of both reactive and proactive methods. Furthermore and also due to the aforementioned

constraints, the mentioned approaches can mostly not directly avoid congestion or coun-

teract this same congestion prior to occurrence. A reactive behavior provides the same

guidance for all users depending on their destination in a certain point in time and can

cause moving congestion to a suggested alternative route. Often, drivers have to decide

themselves which information to trust. As a consequence, choosing a different route self-

ishly often may not lead to advantages in reality in terms of lower time or less distance to

their destination. An egoistic approach is not feasible for achieving a satisfactory global

optimum, but tends to move congestion to nearby spots. Moreover, bottlenecks in lower

level roads cannot be detected at all by the mentioned approaches. An appropriate reac-

tion in case of jams in those areas is not possible because road operators cannot notice

those problems outside their sphere of supervision.
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While reactive algorithms do not fulfill the requirements of timely jam counteraction,

the predictive algorithms from literature have weaknesses for various reasons. They either

base solely on historic data or present algorithms for prediction, but without elucidating

how to utilize the prediction for decreasing negative effects of traffic congestion. This

is essential since utilization of predictions for alternative route calculations influence the

future conditions of the whole road network. Although complex models can provide good

forecasts through multiple processing cycles, they are often not suitable for real-time ap-

plications. Furthermore, they cannot react to exceptional circumstances such as accidents

or short-term roadworks.

Current traffic management systems also do not fully exploit capabilities of vehicular

communication, which can be V2I or V2V communication, briefly designated as V2X

communication.

For this reasons, in the next chapter 3 a combination of both congestion prediction

and utilization of the currently gathered information, applicable for realtime guidance is

proposed. The contribution on this topic is a novel method on reaction on expected future

congestion by prediction of overloaded spots and timely counteraction, applicable in real-

time. The approach is also proven by simulations using a microscopic traffic simulator

[47]. Dynamic vehicular rerouting utilizing current road state information is extended by

intelligent congestion predictions. I focus on short-term live forecasts in the range from a

few minutes up to half an hour. The results show performance of algorithms from literature

( [108], to the authors knowledge the best available predictive algorithm) compared to our

PCMA* algorithm, including comparisons for differently parametrized jam detection and

prediction mechanisms, weighting algorithms and also distinct environments.
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The PCMA* Routing

Algorithm

Beyond doubt, there are more than the arguments mentioned in section 1.1 for thinking

of intelligent and at the same time practicable solutions to minimize or in the best case

avoid traffic jams and standstill of vehicles, summarized as ITS. The focus is to make use

of new technologies in car Information and Communication Technology (ICT) to identify

the destinations of vehicles’ routes to provide future predictions for road conditions and

optimize the overall traffic situation in a road network in real-time.

35
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3.1 Introduction

In this chapter, I introduce the comprehensive traffic optimization system including a

novel prediction algorithm for future congestion, called PCMA*. The timely notification of

potential stagnation is an essential benefit of this approach compared to other algorithms,

especially for drivers with route targets far away from their current location. A spacious

alternative route over a wide area has significant advantages if the congestion spot can

be bypassed completely. An early reaction to potential jams thus keeps vehicles far away

from the congestion wherever possible. By doing so, a potential narrow range alternative

route around the traffic jam is not further burdened and can preferably be used by vehicles

where wide-range detours are not possible any more [17].

The goal of the approach is to evaluate the expected future conditions of the road

continuously, so that potential traffic jams and congestion can be counteracted timely. The

algorithm identifies expected bottlenecks before a traffic jam emerges. This is important

to allow bypassing these critical spots over a wide area, because the probability of getting

into the very same jam is higher if the alternative route is too similar to the original one,

as figure 3.1 shows. Vehicular communication is utilized to determine the traffic condition

data as well as to transfer routing information to vehicles.

Furthermore, it is important to identify vehicles which should be considered for rerout-

ing. The set of rerouted vehicles in the best case only contains those vehicles which pass

the predicted congested spot in the relevant time. PCMA* makes use of such an approach,

as explained in section 3.2.5.

Recapitulatory, the introduced PCMA* algorithm combines three important mecha-

nisms of a comprehensive traffic optimization system:

1. The routing algorithm itself, taking into consideration the current road conditions

and predicted future congestion (sections 3.1.1, 3.1.2 and 3.2.1),

2. a congestion detection and prediction component (sections 3.2.2 to 3.2.4) and

3. intelligent selection of vehicles to be rerouted in case of a already occurred or pre-

dicted congestion (section 3.2.5).

Bottlenecks in road networks can naturally be caused by road capacity drops along the

route, but mainly traffic jams occur due to merging of multiple roads through an inter-

section [109]. In our investigated scenarios, this behavior was confirmed by simulations.

Thus, the prediction of PCMA* algorithm focuses on intersections.

3.1.1 Basic Routing

The routing mechanism is based on the A* algorithm, which needs a weighted graph in

order to facilitate routing. The initial routing graph uses minimum drive-through times
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of road segments (RS) as weights (wRS), which are calculated as preprocessing step by

equation (3.1), where lenRS represents the length of the road segment RS and vmax is the

speed limit.

wRS =
lenRS
vmax

(3.1)

The weight of each road segment is available in a static manner at this stage. Initially,

each vehicle gets assigned a specific path to its target as if it was the only one in the whole

network.

3.1.2 KSP Routing

A popular approach for calculation of more than one route to a defined target is the k-

Shortest Paths (KSP) algorithm [108,110], an extension of basic shortest path algorithms.

It calculates a number of k distinct and loopless alternative routes from a given source to

destination, starting from the best to the second best until the kth best path. However,

the KSP algorithm has fundamental weaknesses in real environments. As soon as a huge

real road network is applied and the network is not arranged in a rectangular, grid-like

structure, the alternative paths are often not very beneficial in order to overcome traffic

congestion. The bigger the real network, the more paths need to be calculated and the

higher k is essential to obtain a satisfactory alternative route. An increasing k leads to

considerably higher computational effort. Often, the resulting paths again lead to the

original one, and thus do not really avoid congestion, but move the same to another spot

in the road network [111, 112]. The reason are paths that are defacto unusable for new

routes because they are too similar to the original one and do not provide any feasible

alternative route, as figure 3.1 shows.

Figure 3.1a depicts the results of the KSP-algorithm with k = 5. Obviously, large

parts of the k different paths overlap. The provided 5 shortest paths differ only slightly

from each other. Therefore, the calculated alternatives carry a high risk of providing an

inappropriate alternative due to being not spacious enough. A reasonable alternative route

requires to be the best compromise of length and spatial difference to the original one.

This can mostly be achieved by increasing k and calculating more alternative routes this

way, so that the result contains at least one adequate alternative route. In figure 3.1c, the

algorithm determines 10 routes and some of the resulting paths are satisfactory as a real

alternative using a completely different route in the eastern part of the map extract. One

of these eastern alternatives (e.g. dark blue or magenta colored routes) is therefore more

likely not to be influenced by any traffic jam on the western route.

If k is chosen too small, the previously discussed drawback becomes significant espe-

cially in real road networks, where such branch points into a lower level road lead back

to the main road very soon, as the example in figure 3.1b points out. The resulting small
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(a) Routes with k = 5 (b) Detailed view of routes in figure 3.1a

(c) Routes with k = 10

Figure 3.1: Alternative routes calculated by k Shortest Path algorithm with different

sizes of K, colors indicate different routes
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variations of the route appear as potential alternatives, although they do not really imply

any benefit when using them. Often, just the opposite occurs: Vehicles use such an au-

tomatically calculated, apparently beneficial route. However, they drive a longer distance

and in most cases do not bypass the congestion, but join the congested route just a few

meters later via the side road. The result is a higher driving time and increased fuel

consumption with zero gain for both oneself and other drivers.

Apparently, the static weight approach as well as the KSP algorithm are far from

optimal, which raises the question of a dynamic and cooperative mechanism with a more

intelligent optimization solution that also considers potentially upcoming traffic problems.

To accomplish this, I propose a mechanism for evaluating the current and expected future

congestion which makes use of the current road data in the next section.

3.2 Conception of PCMA*

3.2.1 Routing Graph Weighting

The used routing graph is initially weighted with the minimum passage time, as described

in section 3.1.1. Certainly, the achievable true passage time and, by implication also the

segment weight changes dynamically, depending on current load and potential traffic jams

ahead of a road segment. Thus, the routing graph is updated dynamically. In order to

accomplish this, different mechanisms are utilized (Speed Average Method, Greenshield’s

Model), as explained in the following. Those yield a value for a current passage velocity per

road segment vRS , which is used in the current routing graph as well as a value for segment

weight wRS . This weight is further considered as threshold for congestion detection.

Speed Average Method

A very simple but plausible approach is the regular update of the segment conditions in

defined intervals, which we call Speed Average Model (SA).

vRS,SA =

∑N
n=1 vVn
NV

(3.2)

wRS,SA =
vRS,SA
vmax

(3.3)

Equations (3.2) and (3.3) elucidate the considered road segment speed vRS,SA and the

calculation of segment weight wRS,SA, respectively, where vVn denotes the velocity of the

nth vehicle (Vn) on the segment and NV is the number of vehicles on the road segment.

To summarize, the weight of a single road segment is calculated by averaging the speed of

all vehicles which are currently driving through this specific segment.
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Greenshield’s Model

An often used [108,113,114] approach for weighting and characterization of traffic flow is

the Greenshield’s Model (GS) [115], which is based on the ratio between free and occupied

road space.

vRS,GS = vmax ∗ (1− KRS

Kjam
) (3.4)

wRS,GS(t) =
KRS

Kjam
, where (3.5)

KRS =
NV cur

lenRS
, (3.6)

Kjam =
NV max

lenRS
and (3.7)

NV max =
lenRS

lenV + gapmin
(3.8)

It makes the assumption that, under uninterrupted flow conditions, estimated speed

vRS , speed limit vmax and vehicle density KRS are linearly related to each other for a

road segment RS, as expressed by equation (3.4) [115]. The maximum vehicle density

is denoted by Kjam, NV max represents the maximum possible amount of vehicles on

road segment RS with length lenRS and average vehicle length lenV . The minimum gap

between vehicles is gapmin.

3.2.2 Congestion Detection

Both described approaches, SA and GS allow the detection of congestion by defining a

specific, dimensionless congestion threshold for the reactive algorithms θ(R).

wRS,GS > θ
(R)
GS (3.9)

wRS,SA < θ
(R)
SA (3.10)

As soon as this threshold is exceeded in case of GS (equation (3.9)) or undershot in

case of SA (equation (3.10)) for any road segment, a congestion event is risen containing

the congested road segment. It is the rerouter’s task to handle this event. For example,

it could select affected vehicles and calculate alternative routes for them. At this stage,

detection still happens reactive, which means that the algorithm can only react to already

occurred jams and hence cannot consider any predicted future problems.

I utilize the described congestion detection approaches (SA, GS) as benchmark to

compare them with the PCMA* algorithm.
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Table 3.1: Structure of a node footprint

∆t index j → 0 1 ... M

RSn ↓

RS1 NVRS1,0 NVRS1,1 ... NVRS1,M

RS2 NVRS2,0

RS3 NVRS3,0

... ... ...

RSNRS NVRSNRS ,0 ... NVRSNRS ,M

3.2.3 Footprint Calculation

The footprint is a characterization of the road infrastructure, comprising a load quan-

tification of the integral road system. It is an essential key component for the PCMA*

algorithm to work. I define node footprints, which are maintained for each node. A node

footprint contains a representation of the node occupancy, which is the number of vehicles

that are currently passing and intend to pass the intersection node within the near future,

discretized in time intervals ∆t. Additionally, the node footprint includes information

from which source road segments the vehicles are arriving. Table 3.1 roughly illustrates

the contents of a single node footprint.

The summarized node footprint, denoted as P
(S)
i , is provided for node i and contains

values for the current and all considered future time intervals (∆t)j , j = 0, 1, ...,M . It is

measured by the number of arriving vehicles in node i during time interval (∆t)j according

to

Pi((∆t)j) =

NRSi∑
n=1

NV RSn,j . (3.11)

Reval = M × ∆t, M ∈ N (3.12)

Both the time interval ∆t and the time range of future evaluationReval (equation (3.12))

are configurable. For calculation, we consider all vehicles VRSn,j arriving during the jth

time interval (∆t)j at one of NRSi adjacent road segments of node i. Then, we sum

them up to achieve the total number of vehicles passing node i in time interval (∆t)j . For

further clarification, each cell of table 3.1 contains an indexed value NV RSn,j ∈ N, which

denotes the number of arriving vehicles from road segment RSn in time interval j.

The aggregate node footprints are consolidated as network footprint, which exists once

for each network. This quantification of the network load is essential in order to provide a

possibility to detect congestion on the one hand, and as a consequence react to overloaded

areas by changing the route of affected vehicles on the other hand. The network footprint

is updated continuously as soon as a vehicle changes its route or propagates to another
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Index: 
time interval

Key:
Segment ID

Key:
Node ID

List of 
Vehicles

ND S V

Figure 3.2: Logical structure of the network footprint

road segment, in order to provide a dynamic, time-dependent overview of the conditions

of all intersection nodes.

By way of computing a node footprint, the travel time from the current vehicle location

to this specific node i is required. For this to solve, the first value needed is the passage

time of each road segment on the vehicle’s way, in order to further determine the arrival

timestamp of this vehicle at node i. The passage time is calculated by considering the

algorithm-dependent passage velocity vRS according to the following equation (3.13).

tp,RS =
lenRS
vRS

. (3.13)

Subsequently, the overall travel time ttravel from the current vehicle location to a spe-

cific node i on the vehicle’s route is calculated by summing up the calculated passage times

tp,RS of all road segments where the vehicle travels through, as defined in the currently

assigned route (equation (3.14)).

ttravel = tp,RScur ×
lenRScur − posV

lenRScur

+

kmax∑
k=1

tp,RSk
(3.14)

Index k refers to the kth road segment of the assigned route, RScur denotes the road

segment where the vehicle is currently driving on and posV is the position of the vehicle on

the current road segment, measured from the point where the vehicle first entered this road

segment. Depending on the defined value of the time interval ∆t, the network footprint

calculation stores status information discretized for each time interval (∆t)j up to the

future evaluation range Reval. The network footprint is logically modeled as figure 3.2

illustrates. This way, one has full knowledge about which vehicle passes which node in

which ∆t, coming from which road segment. All this information is necessary for enabling

comprehensive prediction of potential overloads of single nodes, as done by PCMA*.
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A
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B

D

Figure 3.3: Example scenario for footprint calculation and time interval index 0

Table 3.2: Summarized node footprints for example scenario of figure 3.3

time interval index j → 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9

node ↓
B 0 3 1 1 1 0 1 0 0 0

C 0 1 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

D 1 2 2 3 2 2 3 0 1 0

As an example, figure 3.3 shows a snapshot of a road network snippet. All shown

vehicles are heading the same destination, either via nodes B and D or via nodes C and

D. The dashed lines represent roads, whereas each dash represents a unit of time that is

needed by a vehicle to drive through this passage. Likewise, the vehicles need one unit

of time to pass a node. The blue dashes are considered as part of the node. To simplify

the depiction, the vehicles are assumed to move with equal speeds of one road segment

per time unit. Moreover, all road segments are assigned with the same speed limit. For

reasons of further simplification, a summarized node footprint P
(S)
i is defined as array of

values, each of which denotes the number of vehicles passing this node in the respective

time interval (∆t)j . In table 3.2, a summarized node footprint therefore expresses as a

single table row. In the explained example, the summarized footprints of nodes B, C and

D over time are described in table 3.2.

By way of clarification, algorithm 2 gives insights in the calculation method. The

update function is executed as soon as a route of a vehicle veh is updated, no matter if

this is the initial setup of a vehicle or an update due to a rerouting procedure.

It takes the updated vehicle, its old route and the new route as parameters in order to

clean old mappings for the vehicle and update footprints for new passed nodes. The passed
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Algorithm 2 Calculation of footprint on a route update

1: function updateFootprint(veh, oldRoute, newRoute)

. cleanup mapping for old route

2: if oldRoute 6= null then

3: clear all mappings of veh

4: end if

5: RScurrent ← initial segment of newRoute

6: tarr ← veh.position
RScurrent.length

× getDuration(RScurrent)

. traverse the new route and update footprint mapping

7: for all rid in newRoute do

8: tarr ← tarr + getDuration(RScurrent)

9: if tarr > maxForecast then

10: break

11: end if

12: index← tarr
∆t

13: RSveh ← veh.RS

14: node← RSveh.endNode

15: mapping[index,RSveh, node]← mapping[...] + 1

16: RScurrent ← getNextSeg(rid)

17: end for

18: end function

vehicle is an object containing all necessary information such as the road segment currently

driving on (veh.RS) and the current position on it (veh.position). The route parameters

oldRoute and newRoute are number arrays containing a list of road segment IDs (each of

which denoted as the loop variable rid) which describe a route through the road network.

tarr represents the predicted arrival time and node represents a specific intersection. After

an optional cleanup of mappings for the old route (line 2-4) and initialization (lines 5 and

6), the passed in new route is traversed for the purpose of updating the footprint mapping

(loop starting in line 7). The calculated index in line 12 corresponds to the relevant future

time interval, analogous to the leftmost map in figure 3.2, followed by the determination

of the node through which the vehicle goes (lines 13 and 14). After that, the footprint

mapping which coincides with the combination of time interval index, originating road

segment RSveh and affected node is increased. This procedure is repeated for the entire

new route, unless the predicted arrival time tarr exceeds the maximum forecast time before

(if the condition in line 9 is satisfied).

Congestion increasingly occurs near intersections which merge multiple high-frequently

used road segments [109]. Thus, merely the total amount of vehicles passing a node within
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a specific (∆t)j is not sufficient to calculate the load of a node. The knowledge about from

which source segment a vehicle is entering is highly beneficial for calculating the likelihood

of a future congestion in this spot. It makes a big difference whether 15 vehicles arrive at

an intersection from three different source road segments or just from one single segment

within a single time interval (∆t)j . The upper part of the algorithm describes the cleanup

of an old mapping in case of a route update. The mapping entry referring to the removed

vehicle can be identified easily by the vehicle’s ID, ensuring not to miss an entry in this

mapping which leads to wrong decisions in further consequence.

The resulting network footprint then contains a full representation of the current and

future road conditions in the resolution of the defined time interval ∆t, which is further

applied for congestion detection and selection of vehicles to be rerouted.

3.2.4 Prediction Methodology

In order to counteract congestion timely, PCMA* predicts future bottlenecks with the

aid of the presented network footprint. A threshold for the prediction algorithm θ(P ) is

defined per node (intersection) and determines how many vehicles can pass this node per

second. We unify this threshold unit to vehicles per second, in order to be independent of

the chosen time interval length ∆t.

P
(S)
i ((∆t)j) > θ(P ) ×∆t and (3.15)

∃=kNVRSn > 0 | k > 1 (3.16)

Equations (3.15) and (3.16) describe the criteria for a detected congestion. The num-

ber of arriving vehicles from road segment RSn is again represented by NVRSn , while k

represents the number of distinct road segments from which vehicles are arriving. The

reason for the constraint k > 1 is due to the fact that vehicles which come in from only

one RS are unlikely to result in a congestion, independent of their exit lanes. To a greater

degree, test simulations have shown that vehicles which cross the intersection approach

from multiple entry lanes worsen the situation immensely (as also explained above in sec-

tion 3.2.3). Put in simplified terms, six vehicles arriving from solely one direction are

much less critical than three vehicles from two entry lanes within the same time interval.

In the former case, the waiting times due to crossing trajectories within the intersection

is zero, while the likeliness for delays in the latter case is higher.

Once a summarized node footprint P
(S)
i of time interval (∆t)j exceeds the threshold

θ(P ) and vehicles at the same time arrive from more than one source road segment RSn,

inequations (3.15) and (3.16) are satisfied. Thus, a congestion event containing congested

node and the predicted time interval is risen for further processing.
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3.2.5 Vehicle Selection

After a potential future congestion is predicted in time interval (∆t)j , the next step is the

selection of specific vehicles which should be considered for taking an alternative route.

For this to solve, the PCMA* algorithm looks up all prognosticated affected vehicles in

the network footprint with the concerned time interval and node ID as input. From

the resulting list of vehicles, it chooses exactly the amount of vehicles which cause the

threshold to be exceeded, ordered descending by Euclidean distance. The farthest vehicles

are chosen first, as the probability for spacious alternative routes is higher for them than

for those which are very close to the predicted congestion. Those selected vehicles are

queued for rerouting and thus take a route which avoids the congested intersection node.

Avoidance of Self-Alternating Route Changes

In unfortunate cases, the rerouting algorithm may lead to a situation where N nodes,

say that is node set SN , are congested or short before exceeding the defined congestion

threshold. After a congestion is detected in node A ∈ SN , vehicles may be redirected to

an alternative route passing node B ∈ SN in order to come below the threshold in node A.

This route change further causes exceeding the threshold in node B. After detecting this

exceedance, the algorithm tries to solve the situation in B by assigning a route that again

passes A or another node of set SN , that is currently not congested and so on. In other

words, the routes consecutively exceed a threshold of a single passed node and tries solve

this problem by using an alternative route that contains nodes of the same critical set SN

repeatedly. In fact, the situation is surely not resolved, but threshold violations are just

alternating between the affected nodes of SN . For that reason, we set a time hysteresis th

due to the potential continuous and frequent switch of multiple vehicles’ routes between

nodes of a set SN . Thereby these frequent route changes are prevented and a single vehicle

cannot be assigned a new route twice within time interval th.

Route Filtering

Especially in overcrowded environments, the presented approach can rarely generate pro-

posals for new routes which are unfavorable with regard to the potential of improvement.

If a majority of intersections within a narrow area is identified as congested, an alternative

route can in case of a disadvantageous layout of the road network be very long. In such a

case, waiting for the situation to relieve can be a better option than accepting the extra

travel distance.

In order to ensure that the detours which are implicated by the selection of an al-

ternative route are in an acceptable proportion to the original route, a threshold can be

defined which makes it possible to constrain the maximum allowed growth of travel dis-

tance between the original and newly assigned route. This threshold is independent of the
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applied weighting and routing mechanism. It is denoted as ηs and calculated by dividing

the accumulated distance of all road segments RS of the new route by the accumulated

distance of the currently assigned route, according to equation (3.17).

ηs =

RS
(old)
max∑
i=1

roadlength(RS
(new)
i )

RS
(new)
max∑
i=1

roadlength(RS
(old)
i )

(3.17)

Additionally, the estimated travel times of the currently assigned route compared to

the potential new route can be related to each other, which further enables the limitation

of unfeasible routes. This way it is ensured for the consuming vehicle that accepting the

proposal for the new route is beneficial. This time threshold ηt is calculated according

to equation (3.18), which brings the estimated cost in terms of travel time of the old in

relation to the same of new route.

ηt =

RS
(new)
max∑
i=1

traveltime(RS
(new)
i )

RS
(old)
max )∑
i=1

traveltime(RS
(old)
i )

(3.18)

Choice of Vehicles with Regard to the Reactive Part

However, the PCMA* algorithm also makes use of the reactive algorithms described in

section 3.2.1 as extension and additional source of congestion information. This is benefi-

cial for the following reason: If a traffic jam cannot be avoided completely by prediction,

vehicles can still be told to use an alternative route due to the reactive detection compo-

nent. As soon as traffic comes to a standstill, PCMA* is not able to perform predictions

any more since equations (3.2) and (3.4) yield zero because of zero vehicle velocity or a

fully occupied road segment. As a consequence, the arrival times for all subsequent passed

nodes yield infinity.

The reactive components (GS or SA) need to select the potential candidates for rerout-

ing somehow different to the predictive component, since those mechanisms do not com-

prise affected vehicles at congestion detection time. Therefore, the range Rseg is used to

define how far from the congested node to look for candidates to be rerouted. Rseg ∈ N
denotes the number of segments that a candidate can be away to be considered for a new

route assignment. Those vehicles which are traveling at a road segment that is reachable

over R road segments from the congested node are selected for rerouting.

Recapitulatory, only the reactive algorithms make use of the range parameter Rseg for

vehicle selection. In contrast, potentially predicted future congestion already contain the
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Figure 3.4: Simplified snippet of road network

information about involved vehicles. These possibly affected vehicles are not limited to be

located near the congestion, but can be spread all over the road network.

3.2.6 Simplified PCMA* Example

The prediction and rerouting workflow is elucidated by the example in figure 3.4. We

assume vehicles v0 to v3, which will pass the depicted passage as described in table 3.3.

Table 3.3: Start order and times

Vehicle Source → Target Route Start time

v0 II → IV {3 - 4 - 6 - 7} 0

v1 IV → II {7 - 6 - 4 - 3} 0

v2 III → I {5 - 4 - 2 - 1} 0

v3 IV → II {7 - 6 - 4 - 3} 1

The vehicles start in locations II to IV, can use road segments 1 to 8 with segment

cost Cseg = 1 for all segments and therefore may pass nodes A to D during their routes.

The threshold θ(P ) of vehicles per second for this example is set to 1. For reasons of

simplification, we further assume the speed of all vehicles to be equal to 1. Due to the

initial assignment of routes as denoted in the third column of table 3.3, the threshold is

exceeded in node C at time 2 (table 3.4). The algorithm detects this issue and calculates

new routes for affected vehicles until the predicted congestion is resolved. In the example

case, v0 is chosen to assign the new route {3 - 2 - 8 - 7} and therefore bypasses node C

(table 3.5). Finally, the thresholds for all nodes and all time intervals are satisfied and

node C is relieved.
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Table 3.4: Node state / time matrix with exceeding threshold

Time / Node A B C D

0 - - - -

1 - v0 v2 v1

2 - v2 v0, v1 v3

3 v2 v1 v3 v0

4 - v3 - -

Table 3.5: Node state / time matrix with satisfied threshold

Time / Node A B C D

0 - - - -

1 - v0 v2 v1

2 v0 v2 v1 v3

3 v2 v1 v3 v0

4 - v3 - -

3.3 Validation

A validation of the routing algorithm is presumably connected with high effort. Not only

would this require a possibility to transfer the routing information to cars and visualize it

for the drivers. If the car itself does not (yet) have the communication ability, the informa-

tion dissemination could take place via devices connected via an existing cellular network,

such as common smartphones. Assuming the challenge of information dissemination is

solved, a high amount of participating cars is necessary in addition to that, what is prob-

ably the most difficult thing to realize. Although the experiments concerning penetration

in section 5.4 show effects even for low percentages, the amount of routable vehicles still

needs to exceed a minimum threshold in order to reach a level where congestion occurs and

routing is useful. Thus, an end-to-end validation of PCMA* is rather difficult and exceeds

possibilities of our research group, though by no means impossible. However, validation

of the applied models is arguably of even higher importance and treated in sections 2.2.5

and 4.5.





4

V2X Communication

Modeling

Numerous technologies are already deployed or will exist in the near future to assist and

manage vehicular transportation. Modern vehicles already have sophisticated sensing ca-

pabilities and carry powerful computing platforms. This chapter gives a short overview,

introduces existing and standardized technologies, and how those are related to the inves-

tigations within this thesis.
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4.1 Communication Technology Overview

4.1.1 Applications

Basically, the applications of communication technologies in vehicles can be categorized

into the following three scopes [116,117]:

• Transportation Safety : Applications concerning safety try to help to reduce the

probability for an accident, or at least reduce the severity if it is still unavoidable. A

wide range of intelligent systems is covered. Firstly, those are diverse types collision

avoidance systems. The system can keep a safe distance by using built-in sensors

and/or V2V communication to detect dangerous situations and reduce the speed.

Also, intersection collision avoidance is an important application, which also requires

V2X communication capabilities apart from built-in sensors for enhancement of the

visibility range of a vehicle. Secondly, driver assistance such as notifications for road

signs or speed limits and incident management are covered. Handling of accidents

which still happen is the third type of safety application by sending warning messages

to upcoming and surrounding vehicles. All these applications require communication

between vehicles and/or infrastructure and low latency [117].

• Transportation Efficiency : This category includes applications which on the one

hand gather information about the current conditions on the road and make use of

this information by managing traffic flow, guiding vehicles and perform optimiza-

tions. Applications include tolling on the one hand, but also intelligent intersection

control and route guidance of vehicles. Depending on the application, both V2V

and V2I communication can be suitable. For reporting and route guidance, a good

coverage, medium latency and low data rate would fit the needs. In contrast, for

monitoring of short-term road conditions such as danger of aquaplaning, slippy roads

due to ice or oil a fast local distribution of the information is necessary [117].

• Infotainment : All services related to passenger comfort are ascribed to this cat-

egory. Although providing information, videos for passengers or news may have

less time-critical aspects, it still can require lots of resources and communication

capacities in case of video transmission, which must be taken into consideration.

Additionally, contextual applications such as tourist information, local attractions,

advertisements or parking booking can increase drivers’ awareness of location depen-

dent information. On the other hand, limited coverage and infrequent updates could

be acceptable for non-safety applications, for example for news updates or download

of entertainment videos.
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This thesis deals with the second category of application, namely optimization of

Transportation Efficiency. The following subsection introduces relevant communication

standards, which can fulfill the requirements therefor.

4.1.2 Important Technologies

The basis of the mentioned applications for Cooperative Intelligent Transport Systems

(C-ITS) is a functional infrastructure for both the mobile and also the base stations. In

the following, short introductions into communication standards which are relevant for

the application of increasing transportation efficiency are given.

A strong distinction needs to be made between ad-hoc communication between devices

without any fixed infrastructure on the one hand, and communication from a mobile vehicle

to a fixed Base Station (BS) on the other hand. The channel properties are fundamentally

different, as BSs are usually placed above rooftop level, or at least elevated, while the

placement of antennas for vehicles is limited to the car boundaries. This results in a

different environment and scattering behavior. Additionally, the relative velocities in V2V

channels are much higher, thus also the possible time span where successful transmission

is possible limited [118].

Device-to-device Communication

Vehicular Ad-hoc Networks (VANETs) require only little or no permanent communication

infrastructure. High mobility, few constraints regarding power or storage limitations due

to the application within vehicles and fixed road networks are characteristics of VANETs.

Ad-hoc device-to-device communication is basically designed for time-critical safety appli-

cations where the main goals are high reliability and short delays. Therefore, applications

include lane change assistants or collision avoidance systems. Furthermore, applications

that increase efficiency and traffic flow can require V2V communication. An example for

the latter is platooning, where the gap between vehicles is reduced to a minimum and thus

aerodynamic drag decreases, as well as space consumption on the road.

IEEE 802.11p: As one of the key technologies for V2X communication, the inter-

national standard IEEE 802.11p is part of the Wireless Access for Vehicular Environ-

ments (WAVE) initiative and based on the Wireless LAN (WLAN) standard as known

from desktop and smartphone Wi-Fi networks. The low latency and design of 802.11p to

support VANETs are among the strengths and design goals of the standard [119], which

provides support for direct V2V communication [120] in absence of a network infrastruc-

ture. It is from the beginning designed for both V2I and V2V ad-hoc modes and the basis

for Dedicated Short Range Communication (DSRC) in the 5.9 GHz frequency band [118].

Unlike other amendments of the 802.11 standard, the channel bandwidth is reduced to
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10 MHz in order to make it more robust against fading. The defined ad-hoc mode enables

devices to communicate in mobile environments outside a base infrastructure network. It

uses Carrier Sense Multiple Access (CSMA) as its Medium Access Control (MAC) mech-

anism due to the lack of a coordinating entity. Because of the delegation of the authenti-

cation to layers above Physical Layer (PHY)/MAC, delays for the initial frame exchange

are further decreased and are typically around a few seconds [121]. This is important due

to very short timing in case of vehicles driving in opposite directions. Upper layers use

the IEEE 1609 standard and its amendments for services. More details regarding layers

can be found in [122]. The 802.11p standard was approved in 2009, and since then was

intensively investigated in field studies and simulations [123–129]. It is gaining more and

more attention, since it is ready for deployment by now (July 2017) - at least from the

standardization and testing point of view.

LTE: This standard is described as the 4th Generation (4G) of cellular networks that

is defined by the 3rd Generation Partnership Project (3GPP). Although the architecture

of LTE is basically centralized with fixed BSs and movable Mobile Stations (MSs), it can

on the one hand be the access technology for VANETs due to its high data rates. On the

other hand, it is continuously extended and will support V2X communication in the near

future. Already with Release 12, a device-to-device communication was introduced to the

LTE standard in March 2015 [130]. The use cases are public safety applications in out of

coverage scenarios and commercial interests. By Q1 2016, Release 13 was published which

introduces LTE in unlicensed spectrum (LTE-U), such as the 5 GHz band as also used

by 802.11 compliant Wi-Fi equipment. In contrast to the previous release, it introduces

support for device-to-device communication also in areas out of coverage. In June 2017,

the features for Release 14 were frozen, that introduces, among others, support for V2X

services [131]. They promise support for relative speeds up to 500 km/h due to additional

Demodulation Reference Signal (DMRS) symbols for channel estimation and also meeting

latency requirements of V2V applications by a new arrangement of scheduling assignment.

The standard supports two modes of scheduling, which can be assisted by an LTE eN-

odeB BS (Mode 3), or completely without permanent infrastructure based on distributed

algorithms (Mode 4). Starting with Release 14, the LTE design is scalable in bandwidth,

including also 10 MHz, as used by IEEE 802.11p [132].

Vehicle-to-Infrastructure Communication

Cellular communication infrastructure exists much longer than the necessity of thinking

of communication directly between vehicles. While originally intended for speech com-

munication in the Global System for Mobile Communications (GSM) standard, the usage

nowadays more and more tends to be packet oriented data transmission. Especially due
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to the increasing amount of applications for mobile data also in vehicular environments,

V2I communication has gained more and more attention in the development of wireless

infrastructure. The number of mobile subscribers in general has increased dramatically

in the last two decades, resulting in a steadily increasing demand of higher data rates

after the success of GSM/Enhanced Data Rates for GSM Evolution (EDGE) (2nd Gen-

eration (2G)) and Universal Mobile Telecommunications System (UMTS)/High Speed

Packet Access (HSPA) (3rd Generation (3G)). Characteristics of current cellular systems

are high capacities regarding data rates and communication speed as well as high coverage

and penetration rate. Applications are information dissemination for traffic management

as notification of congestion, dynamic events such as temporary capacity drops of roads

or route guidance.

LTE: Due to its high market penetration over all the world, LTE cellular networks

are already applicable also for vehicular purposes. Both the radio and core network for

LTE were frozen with Release 8 in December 2008 with increased spectral efficiency, peak

data rates as well as flexibility in frequency (from 700 to 2600 MHz carrier frequency

all over the world) and bandwidth (1.4, 3, 5, 10, 15 or 20 MHz). LTE also supports

TDD and Frequency Division Duplex (FDD) from Release 8 on. Orthogonal Frequency-

division Multiple Access (OFDMA) and Single-carrier Frequency-division Multiple Access

(SC-FDMA) are used as access technology in downlink and uplink direction, respectively

[133]. Packet scheduling is done by the BS called eNodeB in LTE, which also manages

the resources in each Transmission Time Interval (TTI) of 1 ms. 3GPP Release 9 adds

Multimedia Broadcast Multicast Service (MBMS), which allows transmission of specific

content to a closed subscriber group only once and can be used for high-quality multicast

and broadcast (e.g. advertisements or video streaming) [134].

LTE Advanced (LTE-A): The 3GPP standardization further produced Release 10

in September 2011, which is an extension of LTE and allows higher data transmission

rates up to 4 GBit/s in downlink and 1 GBit/s in uplink direction. LTE-A is backwards

compatible to LTE, but has increased spectral efficiency, supports a higher number of

simultaneously active users and better exploits Multiple-Input-Multiple-Output (MIMO)

antenna technologies, which improves the performance at cell edges. Carrier aggregation

is used to increase bandwidth. Certain areas may be covered by multiple serving cells, all

of which are used as secondary component carriers what also increases the possible data

rate and still maintains backwards compatibility [135].
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Table 4.1: Wireless technologies for on-the-road communications (reproduced from [136])

Feature Wi-Fi IEEE 802.11p LTE LTE-A

Channel width

[MHz]
20 10

1.4, 3, 5, 10,

15, 20
up to 100

Frequency band(s)

[GHz]
2.4, 5.2 5.86 - 5.92 0.7 - 2.69 0.45 - 4.99

Bit rate [Mbit/s] 6 - 300 3 - 27 up to 300 up to 1000

Range [m] up to 100 up to 1000 up to 30000 up to 30000

Capacity Medium Medium High Very high

Coverage Intermittent Intermittent Ubiquitous Ubiquitous

Mobility support Low Medium
Very high

(up to 350 km/h)

Very high

(up to 350 km/h)

Broadcast /

multicast support
Native Native Through MBMS Through MBMS

V2I support Yes Yes Yes Yes

V2V support Native Native No
Yes

(from Release 14)

Market penetration High Low High Potentially high

4.1.3 Comparison

The decision about which of the existing types of wireless communication standards to

choose obviously strongly depends on the intend type of application. The main character-

istics of the described technologies are shown in table 4.1 [136].

In case of safety applications, as described in section 4.1.1, reliability and timeliness

are the two major criterions. Basically, time-triggered status messages and event-driven

messages can be separated, as both standardization organizations IEEE and European

Telecommunications Standards Institute (ETSI) have specified for the US and Europe,

respectively [119]. The ETSI standard [137] describes the types of messages as those which

are firstly intended for periodic transmission and contain status updates such as current

position or speed and named as Common Awareness Messages (CAMs). In contrast,

event-triggered messages are called Decentralized Environmental Notification Messages

(DENMs) and are intended for alerts of any hazards or information. The IEEE has

adopted these two central message types in 802.11p [119]. It was decided to use the same

MAC and PHY layers, although using slightly different frequency bands. However, the

fundamental type of application and way of functioning is comparable. Both messages are

intended to be received within a limited geographic area in the neighborhood. CAMs are

transmitted with a frequency of up to 10 Hz by each vehicle. Both mentioned message

types have a critical latency constraint of maximum 100 ms [136]. Therefore, by now (July
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Figure 4.1: Mobile subscriptions forecast by technology [142]

2017), the capacity of existing centralized cellular infrastructure requires passing all this

traffic through the network infrastructure, i.e. eNodeBs in case of LTE. The bandwidth

capabilities are a problem with an increasing number of users [138], which is definitely an

argument for technologies that support direct V2V communication for these applications

(such as those introduced in section 4.1.2).

On the other hand, the cellular network has advantages for applications where time and

delay is not so critical. LTE and LTE-A allow high payloads and have high coverage, what

further allows data transmission over large areas. The distance between vehicles which

can provide data and other which make use of it does not play a major role. Furthermore,

in situations with low vehicle density the existing cellular networks are the only possibility

to communicate. Therefore, ITS applications such as traffic management and forecast

systems are well suited to use the cellular network for communication. Sensors in the road

network and/or within vehicles can provide information that further can be combined and

used for determination of the current or prediction of future situations on the road [139].

Furthermore, the fixed infrastructure can be used for collecting information about the

current situation through Floating Car Data (FCD) [140]. What also should not be

disregarded is the fact that LTE networks already exist, are among the most successful

wireless standard of our time [141] and are used by billions of people around the world,

with a rapid growth - as figure 4.1 shows [142].
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4.2 Abstract Modeling of Communication

4.2.1 Background Overview

A widely investigated research area deals with centralized approaches related to traffic

optimization and any manifestation of coordination system [103, 107, 143–148]. Indepen-

dent of the applied algorithm to improve traffic flow and reduce congestion, the routing

entity requires information of the current conditions on the road, the vehicles positions,

their destinations or other constraints regarding the route itself or a vehicles’ capabilities.

Based on that information, it can analyze the situation and decide which actions to be

taken to improve the situation. In the end, the proposed decisions for optimization need

to be transferred to the affected vehicles. Various approaches from literature work in this

or a similar way, and therefore require the availability of any communication system, be it

V2V, V2I or a combination of them. The requirements of routing approaches further differ

in delay and latency constraints, transmission capacities or number of supported users.

Currently available communication standards such as 3GPP Release 14, which introduces

LTE support for V2X services [131] or the Wi-Fi based IEEE 802.11p [120] imply different

limitations regarding driving velocity, capacity, latency and other relevant properties (cf.

section 4.1).

Standardization organizations naturally and with justification tend to improve existing

communication standards and develop new ones, in the interest of fulfilling today’s and

tomorrow’s requirements. Those have even shorter delays, latencies and higher capacities

than their predecessors. However, the standards in case of LTE or IEEE 802.11p can

merely define the maximum technically possible achievable transmission speed, latency,

allowed driving velocities of communication partners and other crucial characteristics. The

situative achievable average transmission speed is rather dependent on the environment,

number of active subscribers, geographical properties, movement speed and capabilities of

the subscriber’s device. Nevertheless, while there are approaches to somehow guarantee

the latency for 802.11p [149, 150] or LTE [151, 152], the question is whether the effort is

worth the benefit resulting from it. Some approaches may have more restrictive require-

ments on the underlying communication network, while others may be more robust in

respect of delays or transmission errors. In other words, the performance of intelligent

cooperative vehicle routing algorithms can also depend on the quality of the information

exchange by V2X communication. Ideal information exchange with no delays and per-

fect communication conditions does not exist in reality. In fact, the conditions can vary

substantially depending on the infrastructure and environment [19] and therefore signifi-

cantly reduce the functioning ability of an intelligent traffic routing. The border between

achieved improvements that satisfy the operator of such an intelligent traffic optimiza-

tion system to a bad performance is not hard, but to a greater degree follows a smooth
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behavior. Exactly this topic is addressed by defining simple delay and loss models and

applying them to PCMA*. The result is a precise quantification of improvements due

to intelligent cooperative routing depending on the features and characteristics as well as

applied parameters of the used communication system.

4.2.2 Basic Radio Propagation

The loss of signal strength in wireless radio transmission varies due to multiple effects, de-

pending on temporal and local fluctuations. Even at constant distance between transmitter

and receiver, the amplitude of the received signal varies. Fading can be distinguished in

the following three generally distinct components [153]:

• Distance pathloss: The geometric pathloss describes the descent of signal strength

as a consequence of a varying distance between transmitter and receiver. The loss

follows a logarithmic behavior, depending on the distance.

• Slow fading: In addition to geometric pathloss, the propagation of a radio signal is

usually not exclusively free space, but is subject to fluctuations due to obstacles in

the environment. Expecially in urban scenarios, this effect plays a major role. Due

to buildings and vegetation in the way of transmission, signals are shadowed and

thus also experience a decrease in amplitude.

• Fast fading: As a consequence of reflexion, scattering and diffraction, signals diffuse

via many paths from transmitter to receiver. Due to this multipath propagation,

the signals arrive at distinct times with multiple phase shifts at the receiver and

interfere to a received signal. The interference of the parts can be constructive,

when the signal strength is considerably higher than its mean value. However, in

case of destructive interference, an extremely low signal is received for a short time.

In view of vehicular environments, the special characteristics and differences to the

intensely investigated cellular communication channels must be taken into consideration.

While the BS is fixed, mostly elevated and thus free of scatterers in the immediate sur-

roundings in cellular scenarios, it is on the ground level in vehicular communications. The

number of scatterers can vary notably in vehicular environments due to other vehicles in

the near surrounding, and those are moving faster [118]. The time-frequency selective

fading (i.e. fast fading) is significantly different between V2V and V2I environments due

to the fact that both communicating entities are moving [154]. This also requires distinct

models for these environments.

The radio propagation channel needs to be represented differently in simulations for

varying propagation environments. Examples are urban streets with dense building blocks

and high traffic density, suburban areas with a greater gap between the roads and nearby
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buildings, highways with multiple lanes in each direction and no houses besides them

and also rural roads with single lanes and a higher possibility for sources for multipath

components such as hills, vegetation and lower traffic density [118].

Furthermore, the effects regarding antennas plays a vital role - especially in V2V

environments. It is shown in [155] that especially the mounting position of the desired

antenna omnidirectional characteristics greatly defines the performance and limits of the

radio link. Mounting positions very close to the roof cause shadowing and thus also

negatively influence the radiation pattern [118]. This is not a problem in cellular scenarios,

since the antenna position of the BS can be chosen under consideration of the immediate

environments, and due to the fact that it is not moveable also with a directional antenna

characteristic.

4.2.3 Abstraction

For all the reasons mentioned in section 4.2.2 above, it is neither possible to specify a single

model that is valid for all environments from urban to rural and from highly mobile to

quasi stationary nor is it possible for all use cases, be it safety applications, infotainment

or for the purpose of increasing efficiency on the road. Therefore, the influence of radio

propagation channels on the performed simulations is abstracted in a way that the model

is independent from the underlying standard, the environment or the used technology.

Many different channel models for various types of wireless propagation channels exist

in literature [153,156,157], all of which have a special focus and area of application. In the

field of simulation of wireless communication, common practice is to separate modeling

the wireless channel characteristics on link level from the movement of the communicating

devices on system level [158–160]. The link level includes detailed characteristics and

modeling of the radio channel with microscopic time resolution including also a transmitter

and receiver, apart from the fading channel. It aims to investigate impacts of algorithms

on the physical layer and to quantify their robustness to fading in terms of an average Bit

Error Rate (BER) or Frame Error Rate (FER). The system level uses the output of the

link level, and models BS, movement and management of the radio resources among the

users [161]. This separation is necessary due to the impossibility of modeling each radio

channel with great level of detail while simulating a large extract of a communication

system.

However, for the simulations of this work, I further abstracted the effects of the commu-

nication channel. The focus lies on the time delay in message transmission due to unideal

conditions, as this is a major criterion for the presented ITS application. The reason for

this abstraction is twofold: It harmonizes all properties of the communication channel to

a single variable with few parameters of the statistical distribution. Thus, the applied

communication standard and methodology is irrelevant, as long as it fulfills the defined
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constraints. Put in other words, the performance of the presented approach is associated

with properties of the message transmission. The second reason for the abstraction is

patently simplicity, expressed by a minimum amount of parameters.

4.3 Message Exchange

For the determination of the current situation on the road and also prediction of poten-

tial future congestion, PCMA* naturally requires vehicles to provide information such as

their position, speed, currently active route and destination. This information needs to be

transferred somehow to the routing entity, which can be carried out by any V2X commu-

nication technology (cf. section 4.1). Apart from that, the router transmits the optimized

routes to the corresponding vehicles. Basically, the time for transmission of a message

from its origin to the destination is one of the most important performance characteristics

of a data network [162]. In almost the same manner, delay is an important criterion for

information propagation for PCMA*. Therefore, the messages are categorized into types

since they have different frequencies of transmission, are either transmitted from or to the

vehicle (or in both directions) and have varying triggers and content, as described in the

following.

4.3.1 Types of Messages

Initial Message

Frequency of transmission: Once

Source: Vehicle

Target: Routing system

Trigger for transmission: The vehicle registers on the system in order to provide

information and also receive route guidance in case of

any congestion on the route.

Content: Source and destination of desired trip

Vehicle Data Message

Frequency of transmission: Continuously

Source: Vehicle

Target: Routing system

Trigger for transmission: The defined transmission interval time is up

Content: Current position and speed of the vehicle
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Route Update Message

Frequency of transmission: On Demand (just as route update is necessary)

Source: Routing system

Target: Vehicle

Trigger for transmission: A new route was calculated for a selected vehicle as

a consequence of a detected or predicted congestion.

Content: The new route to take

Route Confirmation Message

Frequency of transmission: On demand (new route successfully applied)

Source: Vehicle

Target: Routing system

Trigger for transmission: A Route Update Message was received, and the vehi-

cle has successfully applied the new route.

Content: The applied route

4.3.2 Sequence of Communication

The messages are either transmitted in regular intervals, somehow comparable to CAMs

as defined by ETSI or on demand, such as DENMs [163]. Vehicles which are configured to

be able to provide information and receive route guidance actively tell the system initially

from where to where the trip is intended to go. This information is used to update the

PCMA* footprints for all nodes along the route. During the trip, the vehicle regularly

reports its current position and speed, what results in an update of the footprint matrix

on the one hand and refresh of the conditions on the current road segment on the other

hand. Just as a congestion is detected or predicted by PCMA*, target vehicles are selected

and the newly calculated routes are sent to them. Subsequently, the vehicle confirms the

application of the new route and therewith also informs the router that the new route is

valid from now on. If the message is not confirmed due to any communication problem,

it is discarded. A possible sequence of messages could look as defined in figure 4.2. It

includes regularly transmitted Vehicle Data messages, as well as two on-demand route

update messages 1 and 2, from which only number one gets confirmed and thus is applied

successfully as well.

4.3.3 Exceptional Cases

Several problems can occur during execution of the protocol above due to an unfavorable

temporal flow of incidents.
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Figure 4.2: Possible communication flow between a vehicle and the central router

First, delay or loss of the regularly transmitted vehicle data may lead to inconsistent

or outdated knowledge of the current road conditions on the part of PCMA*. As a

consequence of a low psuccess for periodic messages, the router’s knowledge about possible

velocities on certain road segments becomes inaccurate. This issue may not be serious

enough to severely distort the known road network status as soon as the traffic density

is high enough that at least one functional communication per road segment is possible

in a reasonable time interval. If the success probability becomes very low, the router

weighs its graph wrongly and uses this wrong basis for its routing decision. This has on

the one hand strong influence on the reactive component of PCMA*, since congestion is

recognized on the basis of the current load factor of an intersection. On the other hand,

also the congestion prediction mechanism has a hard time, since the predicted times when a

certain vehicle passes an intersection also depend on the currently detected average velocity

of all passed nodes, and those time predictions are essential for congestion predictions.

Second, the impact of delays of messages related to route updates is threefold. The first

influenced communication protocol is the initial registration of a vehicle on the system. A
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(a) Before arrival of message at time t (b) After arrival of message at time t + ∆t

Figure 4.3: Snapshots before and after the new route (marked in red) was received by

the vehicle

too late reception of this message shrinks the possibilities for the router for early reaction

on possible traffic jams by spacious detours. Second, it can make the new route inapplicable

in the worst case. This situation occurs if the message which contains the new route advice

is received after the vehicle passed by the last possibility to change to the received route,

as figure 4.3 illustrates. The routing algorithm comes to the conclusion that the original

green route for the vehicle should be changed, and sends the message including the new

red route to the vehicle at time t. Due a delay of length ∆t, the message arrives after

the vehicle passed the intersection, and needs to be ignored since the new route cannot

be reached via this segment. And third, the confirmation message of vehicles that a new

route is applied is delayed. This results in a discrepancy between the real assigned routes

and those the router thinks that are assigned, which further has negative effects on the

prediction mechanism due to a wrong calculation of the occupancy of intersections.

The third incident bases on the fact that the intersection regulation disallows changing

the desired exit lane if the vehicle is in close proximity to the intersection entry. Other-

wise, this could lead to overlapping paths between vehicles which already decided to drive

through the intersection and would not have been intersecting, and the vehicle which

changed its route before. Safe breaks are not possible in this case, and malfunction of the

intersection control is the consequence. Figure 4.4 shows such a situation. Both vehicles

v1 and v2 originally can enter and drive through the intersection without problems via

the blue and green paths, respectively. On the contrary, a route change of v2 to turn

left and follow the red path must be prevented if a standstill for v2 before entering the

intersection is not possible safely any more.
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v1

v2

Figure 4.4: Problematic route change of v2 right before intersection

4.4 Delay Modeling

As delay is a major criterion for the presented approach for increasing traffic efficiency, the

models for message delay must be able to provide the required times until the message is

received successfully. Depending on the type of message, also complete loss of messages is

modeled. These models comprise the whole protocol stack and reduce the output to either

a certain time delay or a flag indicating a lost message, without modeling detailed channel

characteristics, Automatic Repeat Request (ARQ) or Forward Error Correction (FEC)

protocols or comparable mechanisms.

4.4.1 Geometric Delay Model

For messages which are not transmitted in regular intervals and are denoted as ODMsgs,

the delay is modeled as a geometrically distributed random variable. It is assumed that

potential unsuccessful transmissions are repeated until the full message can be interpreted

by the receiver. The distribution itself is described by a single parameter λ in the range

0 ≤ λ ≤ 1 which represents the probability of success. The influence of a varying parameter

λ on the Probability Mass Function (PMF) is shown in figure 4.5.

The next message delay ∆t is determined by calculation of the next sample of the dis-

tribution f , which defines the number of failures until the message is received successfully.

Therefor, a second parameter is introduced, which defines the Roundtrip Time (RTT).

This RTT is multiplied by the number of failures resulting from a realization of the ran-

dom variable. In order to represent a potential fixed time delay which should be applied

to each message transfer, an offset to is added. Therewith, an overall delay of zero, which

would be the result of the distribution in many cases can be avoided, since this situation

is impossible to achieve under real conditions according to equation (4.1).
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Figure 4.5: PDF of geometric distribution with varying parameter λ

∆t = to + f ∗ RTT (4.1)

The model also allows specification of the parameters to and RTT as normally dis-

tributed statistical variables with parameters mean mOD and standard deviation σOD.

4.4.2 Uniform-loss Model

The communication of PMsgs which report current information and are transmitted in

defined intervals is modeled differently than for ODMsg. It is assumed that the information

transfer fails with a certain probability pfail. As the content of all PMsgs has the same

payload size, the distribution does not depend on the message size. If a single message

transfer is decided to be successful by the model, a certain delay can be added. This delay

is either zero or can also be specified by a Gaussian normal distribution with a mean value

mPM in milliseconds and standard deviation σPM of the delay distribution, analogous to

the offset to of ODMsgs. An example of such distributions with varying failure probability

is shown in figure 4.6.

The added delay is neglected for simplicity reasons (mPM=0). The x axis shows the

resulting delay, if the interval of transmission tries is set to 10000 ms. What becomes

obvious is the fact that the view at delays also results in a geometric distribution. The

figure represents a histogram of 108 realizations of the random variable. In order to improve
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Figure 4.6: Delay distribution with the uniform-loss model and RTT = 80000 ms

the readability, the plotted lines connect the bars, interpolated linearly. The figure shows

that failure probability scales the distribution accordingly.

This model is applied to messages containing vehicle data including the current position

and speed of the vehicle. A consequence of failing message transfers is obviously outdated

information on the receiver side. Any error correction is not considered explicitly, but

is included in pfail. Hence, the effects of powerful error correction mechanisms of the

Modulation and Coding Scheme (MCS) are to be considered by setting lower probabilities

of failure. This further means a message is either assumed to be fully error-free, or lost

completely. Hence, partly received information is not possible, nor is it possible to get

wrong information when using this channel model.

4.5 Validation

The selection of a geometric distribution for ODMsgs is based on the fact that the simple

and widely used Gilbert-Elliot (GE) channel model [164–166], that allows to model the

burstiness of a channel in alternating bursts of high and low error probabilities. Basically,

the GE channel model consists of a two state Markov chain with states ”good” and ”bad”.

It is setup by four parameters, which are two probabilities p1 and p2 which define the

transition probability from one state to the other and inverse probabilities 1 − p1 and

1−p2, which specify the probability to stay in the respective state, as figure 4.7 indicates.
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Figure 4.7: Gilbert-Elliot channel model state diagram

The GE model can be simplified to a geometric distribution [167], which is utilized

in our model. In order to speed up simulation and simplify the model, we count the

number of independent Bernoulli experiments until a ”success”, i.e. the transition to the

”good” state occurs. This corresponds to a random variable X following a geometric

distribution [167]. The validation of the often used GE model on which this assumption

bases is frequently mentioned in literature [166,168–170].
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Evaluation Insights

The presented results include a copious study of the PCMA* performance, both compared

to related algorithms from literature but also in different environments. In the first stage,

the assumed preconditions comprise full knowledge of vehicle positions, route sources and

targets, 100 percent penetration rate of the system and well-functioning communication.

In the second stage, the scenario is chosen to be closer to real environmental conditions in

terms of penetration rates of the system among vehicles to be less than 100 percent and

non-ideal communication capabilities.

69
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5.1 Simulation Environment

For the simulations, two scenarios are used, as depicted in figures 5.1 and 5.2, respectively.

The first scenario is an artificial and pattern-oriented scenario, generated with the help

of our network generator [48], which uses an environmental-sensitive Lindenmayer System

[171]. Scenario 2 is a real-world scenario, extracted from OpenStreetMaps. It represents

a snippet of the city of Linz in Austria, where the river Danube, a natural bottleneck to

get into the inner city in the morning and out in the afternoon regularly is the reason for

traffic jams.

The colored roads represent different road types, where orange equals high-level (free-

way/interstate, speed limit of 80-130 km/h), yellow means medium-level (expressway,

speed limit of 50-80 km/h) and dark gray marks low-level roads within the area of a city

(village road, speed limit of 30-50 km/h). Both scenarios are depicted with equal scale,

according to the ruler in figure 5.1. Additionally, start and destination area are highlighted

with the green and blue ellipses, respectively. The locations are generated a priori for all

vehicles from and to any dangling road segment within the appropriate area. They are

immutable during simulation. Another precondition is that the network is empty before

simulation start, and the simulation ends as soon as the last vehicle reached its destination.

Start

Start

Destination

Destination
0 5 km1 2 3 4

Figure 5.1: Scenario 1: Artificial Road Network

TraffSim uses maps from OSM as network source, which can be parsed directly within

the tool by selection on the map but also by using downloaded OSM XML or PBF files

[172]. This way, road networks from the real world as well as artificial networks, for

example generated according to [48] can be used. Comprehensive network editors for OSM

are available, such as JOSM [87], Merkaartor [173] or Quantum Geographic Information

System (QGis) [174], just to mention a couple. Those tools provide full support for editing
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Figure 5.2: Scenario 2: City of Linz

Table 5.1: Parameter set for all simulations

Shortcut Description Value

mv vehicle mass 1500 kg

Cd aerodynamic drag coefficient 0.32

Acs cross section surface 2.2 m2

Pv vehicle engine power 66 kW

Vcyl cylinder volume 1.4 l

geographic details of roads as well as meta information like road type, speed limit, lane

count or access restrictions. Additionally, TraffSim provides an editor for extension of

important meta information such as lane restrictions or road signs, if not provided or not

automatically detectable from the OSM material.

The OSM road networks are basically not enabled for routing. Routable graphs require

vertices to be between all edges, a direct connection between edges is not allowed [175]. A

vertex can either be a traffic intersection in case more than two roads come together, or a

simple node which solely connects two subsequent road segments. These preconditions are

not fulfilled by basic OSM networks. For that reason, TraffSim uses an extended version

of the ’osm2po’ routing library [176]. This library supports generation of a routing graph

out of OSM maps and is capable of calculating routes by application of different routing

algorithms. For reasons of comparability, the parameters in table 5.1 are chosen equal for

all algorithm configurations.
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5.2 Prediction Efficiency

In order to evaluate the correctness of the made predictions, a test scenario was set up

with the environment of scenario 2 (City of Linz). The simulation also chooses random

start and random end points for routes of all vehicles, within the marked areas in figure 5.2

as is the case in all other simulations. While simulations which are intended to investigate

the performance of the rerouting algorithm naturally have the calculation and assignment

of alternative routes enabled, this functionality was disabled for the efficiency study within

this section, as described in the following.

The routing cost and congestion evaluation mechanism was enabled to evaluate the

correctness of predictions, while the rerouting mechanism (i.e. calculation and assignment

of new routes) was disabled. This way, congestion is predicted, but instead of reacting

appropriately by rerouting the affected vehicles, this simulation solely records the relevant

events indicating a congestion prediction at a specific node and future time. With that,

the correctness of the prediction can be proven. The extended congestion detection algo-

rithm recognizes an actually arising congestion (since it was not avoided) at the time of

occurrence, as described in section 3.2.5. In those cases where congestion really occurs,

another event is recorded.

The number of overall congestion predictions is then compared to the number of correct

predictions, i.e. the congestion that really occurred. For each intersection, the time of

prediction is then confronted with the time of detection, and investigated whether any

detection was recorded. For analysis, I chose a tolerance of seconds between predicted and

detected time that mark the interval within a future prediction is treated as correct. For

instance, a tolerance of 30 seconds means that if the algorithm predicts a congestion at a

certain node at time 14:30:10 (HH:MM:SS), an effectively happening congestion is allowed

to be within the interval [14:29:40, 14:30:40] to be marked as correct for the prediction.

Figure 5.3 shows that the algorithm’s performance regarding predictions is functioning

very well.

The curves show the same simulation setup with a vehicle Inter-Arrival Interval (IAI) of

1300 ms, but with different congestion detection thresholds θ(P ) between 1 and 1.8. These

are measured in vehicles per second, and define the virtual capacity of the node. As soon

as more vehicles than this defined threshold pass a node per second, the situation is treated

as congestion. This finding is further used as comparative value to check whether or not

a predicted congestion did really occur. In other words, the procedure is as follows. A

congestion is predicted for time interval (∆t)j and node i. While the simulation propagates

to the predicted time interval with index j, the system looks at the node i if the congestion

really happened at the predicted time. The situation is recognized as congestion if the

above mentioned threshold θ(P ) is exceeded and hence too many vehicles try to pass the

node in the specific time interval ∆t.
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Figure 5.3: Percentage of correct predictions for different threshold values θ(P )

5.3 Assessment of Routing Algorithms

A major goal of this thesis is to evaluate the achievable gain of PCMA* and to compare it to

other routing algorithms from literature. The requirements include real-time applicability

of the algorithm. This means that it must be theoretically possible to apply the system

in real conditions on the road, and therefore iterative processes with multiple required

simulation cycles such as Dynamic Traffic Assignment (DTA) are not within the reviewed

candidates, although they are capable of achieving user equilibrium [91,92].

5.3.1 Procedure of Analysis

Two configurations of PCMA* are evaluated and compared to different methods from

literature, among which are Flow Balanced k-Shortest Paths (FBkSP) [108], Single Path

with Greenshield’s weighting method [115] as well as with a situation without influence

of any intelligent system and disabled routing. The investigated configurations consist of

multiple components.

Terminology

The following listing clarifies the investigated composition of components and defines short-

cuts that are used in the findings.

• Routing configuration

– Disabled: No rerouting takes place at all. All drivers use the shortest path, as

if they were not influenced by any congestion or other vehicles.
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– Single: Routes are updated continuously in regular fixed time intervals, which

are 30 seconds long for the presented results. As soon as a congestion is rec-

ognized, vehicles which are affected by this congestion can get a new route

assigned. Affected vehicles are those, which are in the range of a defined num-

ber of segments (denoted as Rseg) away from the detected congestion. The

route is calculated by a standard A* algorithm.

– FBkSP: Similar to single mode, but instead of the standard A* algorithm,

the flow-balanced KSP algorithm (FBkSP) [108] is used. The pretended best

out of a number of k paths is selected by a heuristic function. This heuristic

includes a weighted footprint counter, which basically considers the amount of

vehicles which are assigned to paths passing a certain road segment. Out of

the determined k paths, the one with the least footprint counter (i.e. the least

amount of other vehicles that use a part of this route) is selected [108].

– PCMA*: According to the detailed description in chapter 3, the prediction

component is activated. Future footprints are calculated, which extend the

congestion evaluation component by the predicted future congestion. This im-

plies usage of time-dynamic prediction.

• Cost evaluation method

– SA: Road weight of each segment of the A* routing graph is calculated by

speed average method, according to equation (3.3) in in section 3.2.1.

– GS: Road weight is calculated by Greenshield’s model, according to equa-

tion (3.5) in section 3.2.1.

• Congestion evaluation method

– SA and GS: Threshold definition, according to description in section 3.2.2.

Parametrization

Apart from the algorithmic functionality of investigated approaches, a set of substantial

parameters is relevant for each approach to achieve optimal results and adapt it to the

needs of the simulated use case. Table 5.2 describes the most relevant parameters and

points out which purpose they fulfill.

5.3.2 Parameter Survey

The behavior and power of the different presented approaches is influenced by each of the

parameters to a certain degree. However, in order to find the best suited configuration for

PCMA*, a comprehensive parameter survey consisting of more than a million simulations
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Table 5.2: Parameter Specification

Abbr. Definition Description

nwindow

Moving average window size

for SA and GS

The weight for a specific road segment is low pass

filtered by a moving average of this specific length

θ
(R)
GS

Congestion threshold for the

reactive GS method

An RS is considered as congested if the value is

greater than that threshold, which is defined as the

ratio between applied and available road space [115]

(section 3.2.2)

θ
(R)
SA

Congestion threshold for the

reactive SA method

An RS is considered as congested if the value is lower

than that threshold, which is defined as the current

speed divided by the maximum allowed speed (sec-

tion 3.2.2)

∆t Time discretization interval

Time resolution of the footprint matrix and inter-

val for which future congestion predictions are made

(section 3.2.3)

θ(P )
Congestion threshold for pre-

dictive component

PCMA* detects an intersection as congested if more

than the amount of vehicles defined by this parame-

ter pass this intersection per second, in other words

this represents the node capacity (section 3.2.4)

Rseg

Consideration range of seg-

ments

Number of segments to go over and look for vehicles

if jam is detected; it defines the area around a con-

gestion in which vehicles are taken into consideration

for rerouting (section 3.2.5)

ηt Route (RT) threshold: time

Travel time ratio between old and new route is lim-

ited by this lower bound to avoid unfeasible route

assignments (section 3.2.5)

ηs
Route (RT) threshold:

distance

Travel distance ratio between new and old route is

limited by this upper bound (section 3.2.5)
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Table 5.3: Parameter Survey

Param.
Variation

Range
Influence

θ
(R)
SA [0.05, 0.4]

As one of the parameters with the most severe effects, this value

changes results by about ±6% when varied within the given range.

The artificial scenario tends to accepts a wider range without any

losses, what is not the case for the real world environment. This

means a marginally higher tolerance for the reactive detection part.

θ
(R)
GS [0.4, 0.9]

Analogous to the SA threshold, this parameter is relevant when

applying the Greenshield’s weighting method. Its influence on the

result is ±3% in both scenarios.

θ(P ) [0.8, 1.6]
The variation of the predictive congestion threshold results in travel

time deviations of ±3%. Both scenarios react similarly to changes.

ηt [0.8, 1.6]

Changing the route time threshold leads to a ±4% variation of the

results. Lower values are beneficial for both scenarios, which means

that it is better not to limit new routes too strictly by estimated

travel time.

ηs [1, 5]

Low values mean low tolerance towards longer distances of new

routes, which turns out to become worse the lower the threshold

is chosen. A very restrictive value of 1 means 500 % higher travel

times, while the results flatten when increasing the threshold. In

other words, the best results can be achieved when this distance

limit has no effect.

in total was carried out. All relevant parameters as presented in section 5.3.1 were varied

in order to find the most suitable set. As some of them are dependent of each other

or have a bearing on the results in contradictory directions, table 5.3 summarizes the

values with the highest influence on results and gives a description of their characteristics.

Within the framework of the simulation survey, of course all variations of the entirety

of parameters were combined with each other in order to find the best compound, what

led to the mentioned high overall number of simulations. For the sake of staying in a

reasonable extent here, the stated influence on the results in table 5.3 of a single value is

always related to the best known parameter set for 3000 vehicles and an intermediate IAI

of 1500 ms. The percental deviation is shown for the resulting average travel time and a

variation within the given range. Parameters outside this range either make no sense for

the respective parameter, or the projection of the results out of the given range indicate

no further positive effect, even not for any other parametrization.

Table 5.4 shows an overview of the simulation setups of all investigated configurations.

It contains the parametrization as used in literature for Single and FBkSP approaches and
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Table 5.4: Parametrization of simulations
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S

Cost/Congestion Evaluation GS GS SA GS

Prediction Extension No Yes

Segments Range Rseg 5

Congestion Threshold θ(R) 0.7 0.3 0.6

Congestion Threshold θ(P ) – – 0.9 V/s 1.1 V/s

Window Size nwindow – – 10

Discretization Interval ∆t 5000 ms

Time Threshold ηt – – 0.8

Distance Threshold ηs – – 5

the best performing set for PCMA* as a result of the survey. The deviations of the single

parameters are evaluated by keeping all others at the particular best value. I skipped the

configuration with disabled routing in table 5.3, as none of the parameters are applicable.

5.3.3 Preconditions

This comparison study of routing algorithms further assumes the following preconditions.

All vehicles in both scenarios start from one of the dangling road ends within the start

area, and have their destination within the blue ellipse, as depicted in figures 5.1 and 5.2.

However, the start and destination nodes are immutable, defined prior to simulation start

and are fixed for all simulation parametrizations. The optimization machinery is allowed

to change the route by fulfilling this requirement. It is assumed that the network is empty

before simulation start, and the simulation is continued until the last vehicle reaches its

destination node. The penetration rate of the necessary communication and rerouting

system in vehicles is 100 percent at this point. Another precondition for our results is

that all vehicles follow the proposed guidance and do not overrule or ignore the decisions.

The V2X communication is presupposed to function flawless with perfect conditions and

quality. The message exchange works without any delays and no messages are lost.

In addition, it is mentioned here that TraffSim is capable of executing calculations in

parallel computation threads wherever possible in order to increase the simulation perfor-

mance. This is the reason for not achieving exactly the same output values for the same

parametrization, compared to a configuration with single-threaded execution. Slight tim-

ing differences between executions of the same parameter sets can for example lead to a
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situation where two vehicles enter an intersection in different order, what naturally affects

the rest of the simulation. However, the discrepancy is compensated by a 3 to 5 times

shorter simulation time in multithreading mode. Furthermore, each of the presented num-

bers comprises an average over (at least) three executed simulations in order to mitigate

slight deviations (below ±2% at maximum) which arise from multithreading effects.

5.3.4 Time and Fuel Consumption

For the initial investigation, vehicles are generated in a fixed interval of 1700 ms for both

scenarios. The IAI is chosen so that the algorithms have a chance to solve the jam situation.

Therefore, vehicles arrive in an interval so that problems can occur, and the road network

snippet is not hopelessly overcrowded where any rerouting would be pointless. Overall,

3000 vehicles are generated in both scenarios 1 and 2. Five routing configurations are

evaluated, according to the description in section 5.3.1: Disabled, Single, FBkSP and

PCMA* with GS and SA cost and congestion evaluation methods.

Scenario 1 (Artificial)

Figure 5.4 shows the simulation results for scenario 1, depicting two key indicators for

traffic performance evaluation, i.e. average fuel consumption and average travel time per

vehicle. The five bar groups indicate the different algorithms used in the simulations, where

each group shows one algorithm. The right bar group shows the result with no rerouting

activated at all, which brings to light that the proposed approaches heavily improve both

travel time and fuel consumption. Results show close to three times more average fuel

consumption in case of no rerouting (factor 2.85) compared to the best case with PCMA*

SA. Furthermore, the average travel time per vehicle from source to destination is 5.21

times higher with disabled rerouting mechanism compared to when PCMA* SA is applied.

This can be traced back due to the huge traffic jams, further leading to tremendous fuel

consumption. Our assumption is confirmed by literature [177], which argues that long

periods of standstill and stop-and-go traffic can rise up fuel consumption by more than 60

percent.

Also the single rerouting approach with no proactive component improves both travel

time and fuel consumption compared to the egoistic, non-intelligent Disabled simulation

setup. The average fuel consumption of 0.78 liters per vehicle and average travel duration

of 29.61 minutes is still significantly below the values with disabled rerouting. However,

due to the omission of cooperative behavior, in some cases this algorithm just moves

congestion to another intersection in the near surrounding. Thus, some vehicles take a

detour which does not decrease overall travel time and gain no advantage, and fuel and

time consumption still are at least as high as if they took the original route. Additionally,

the selection criteria for vehicles to be rerouted is based on relative distance from the
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Figure 5.4: Average travel time and fuel consumption results for 3000 vehicles and

IAI = 1700ms in scenario 1

congested spot (measured in number of segments Rseg, as explained in section 3.2.5). It is

independent of the vehicle’s destination, therefore also vehicles which would not pass the

congested spot, but are in the near surrounding of same, are scheduled for rerouting.

The FBkSP algorithm, which utilizes both a reactive approach and kind of proactive

methodology, intelligent route selection further leads to slightly better results due to the

consideration of other vehicles’ routes. It still detects congestion not before it occurs, but

then selects the best out of k calculated routes by simple heuristics which consider the load

of intersections. Although vehicle selection is also based on distance to congestion similar

to the single approach, it achieves slightly better performance in this simulation scenario.

I ascribe this improvement to the better route calculation algorithm and consideration of

multiple alternative routes.

The best performance in scenario 1 is achieved by the PCMA* algorithm, configured

with SA graph weighting and SA congestion detection extension. The proactive congestion

detection allows to predict congestion and bottlenecks properly. Additionally, and this is

a big benefit compared to the benchmark algorithms in figure 5.4, affected vehicles can

be selected for rerouting very accurately. The time-component plays an important role in

this concern, because if a jam is forecasted to occur in 10 minutes, there is no reason to
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redirect vehicles which pass the respective node in 3 minutes or in 30 minutes. So, the big

advantage is the target-oriented behavior. Especially in large simulation scenarios, where

spacious routes are possible (as is the case for simulation scenario 1), the algorithm is very

powerful. Certainly, the real world is not limited in area and thus can be seen as large

scale scenario. Vehicles do not get into a traffic jam, because they get informed timely

and so have the possibility to choose a spacious alternative route. Simulation results of

scenario 1 reveal a factor of 1.54 between average travel duration of PCMA* SA (14.24

minutes) and FBkSP (21.88 minutes). Also fuel consumption decreases significantly, from

0.65 liters per vehicle (FBkSP) to 0.56 liters per vehicle (PCMA* SA) - that is 14.6 percent

less.

As the results also show, a remarkable difference between GS and SA extension of

PCMA* is recognizable. This indicates that prognosticated congestion quality depends

also on the method of graph weighting and determination of current road conditions, which

is better when using SA.

Scenario 2 (Linz)

The ranking of algorithms did not change in this real-world scenario (PCMA* - FBkSP -

Single - Disabled), but the gap between the bar groups decreased, as figure 5.5 shows.

I intentionally chose this scenario to investigate whether the presented PCMA* algo-

rithm still performs well in situations where spacious, wide-ranging alternative routes are

rare. Less alternative route possibilities exist also due to the defined restriction of start

and destination nodes. Nevertheless, the PCMA* algorithm outperforms all of the bench-

mark scenarios in both compared values, fuel consumption and travel time. It leads to

31.5 percent less travel time than FBkSP, about 35 percent less than single algorithm and

more than 79 percent less compared with a situation with disabled rerouting algorithm.

Due to shortage of valuable alternative routes, the results of all algorithms get closer

to each other. One can also observe the deterioration of the FBkSP algorithm, which is

also caused by the weakness in non-grid-like real-world scenarios. The alternative paths

are then often not satisfiable and not very beneficial, as described former in section 3.1.1.

5.3.5 Travel Distance

Obviously, the overall and also average traveled distance per vehicle rise as a consequence

of rerouting and assignment of a route divergent to the original, shortest one. As figure 5.6

illustrates, the configuration with disabled routing algorithm unsurprisingly provides the

shortest average travel distance compared to all rerouting algorithms. Travel distance

tends to behave reverse proportional to the achieved gains in time and fuel. However, the

absolute values still show the negligible rise in traveled distance. The minimal average

traveled distance in the Disabled-scenario is 8336 m or 4948 m for scenarios 1 and 2,
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Figure 5.5: Average travel time and fuel consumption results for 3000 vehicles and

IAI = 1700ms in scenario 2

respectively, whereas the maximum distance amounts to 9356 m or 5743 m. The difference

of 12.2 or 16.1 percent between PCMA* SA and Disabled configurations is compensated

by the gains in time and fuel consumption.

5.3.6 Vehicle Density Variation

In addition to the previous standard setup with a fixed arrival interval of 1700 ms and a

constant total vehicle amount, supplementary investigations demonstrate the algorithms’

performance with distinct vehicle densities and amounts. The vehicle density can be

adapted by variations of the IAI as well as the vehicle mount.

Vehicle Amount

Figure 5.7 shows how the average travel time of vehicles is subject to the total amount of

vehicles traveling through the network for both scenarios 1 and 2, which is setup between

1500 and 4000 vehicles overall.

Especially in the artificial scenario, with good possibilities for large-scale alternative

routes, the potential of PCMA* turns into account. However, the curves of all algorithms

in figure 5.7a follow a slight gradient when the vehicle amount increases, that indicates a
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Figure 5.6: Average travel distance for both scenarios, 3000 vehicles and IAI = 1700ms

slight increase in average travel time. This is caused by unavoidable congestion and more

traffic jams, which happen for any analyzed algorithm due to more vehicles. As expected,

a decrease in vehicle amount leads to less difference in average travel time between the

algorithms, since also less congestion arises. The largest slope can be observed by reference

to the green curve, which represents the situation with disabled rerouting. It is caused

by the unfavorable effects of the emerging traffic jams. Finally, figure 5.7a indicates the

linear behavior of the presented PCMA* algorithms in respect of a varying overall vehicle

amount, which performs satisfactory in all investigated configurations.

In contrast to scenario 1, the distinction between the algorithms is not as clear in

scenario 2, as figure 5.7b shows. In order to point out differences between the rerouting

algorithms Single, FBkSP and both PCMA* variants, the y-axis is zoomed in, which is the

reason for the Disabled configuration to disappear. However, the latter curve reveals close

to linear behaviour from about 30.8 s to 79.2 s average per vehicle. The reason for the

slight differences between the rerouting algorithms is the same as explained in section 5.3.4,

namely inadequate possibilities for alternative routes with sufficient capacity.

Inter-Arrival Interval

A supplementary option to vary the vehicle density is to change the inter-arrival interval

(IAI) of vehicles at their defined start locations. Certainly, all start and end locations stay

equal for all simulations, while only the arrival interval is changed. IAIs, i.e. the birth
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Figure 5.7: Variation of total vehicle amount and IAI = 1700ms
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rate between 500 and 3300 ms are applied for both scenarios to point out the influence

of density and also show extreme cases with very low and high IAIs. The influence of

this variation is shown in figure 5.8. Both scenarios 1 and 2 reveal similar reaction to a

variation of the inter arrival time. A lower value of the inter arrival time leads to more

concurrently occupied space and therefore higher probability for congestion, hence higher

travel time, and vice versa. This claim is proven by the provided simulation results, which

indicate a dropping average travel time per vehicle accompanied by higher arrival time

intervals.

The IAI investigation gains results coincident with variation of overall vehicle amount:

With increasing IAI, which obviously leads to less vehicle density, the average travel time

decreases. This behavior is pointed out in both scenarios. However, PCMA* still achieves

the best results, but with much less distinction between the algorithms when setting the

IAIs to extreme values, as visible on the left and right edges. Again, the curve with

disabled rerouting was faded out to make the slight differences of the rerouting algorithms

apparent. The curves have values of 98.7 and 89.6 minutes of average travel time per

vehicle for scenarios 1 and 2, respectively.

What also becomes apparent here is the fact that the best improvements compared

to other approaches are achieved for intermediate densities around an IAI of 1700 ms.

When the traffic is very dense (lower values in x-direction in figure 5.8), the improvement

compared to other approaches shrinks, especially in scenario 1. In contrast, the curves

approach the curve with Disabled routing for low densities (right side of figures 5.8a

and 5.8b), since the need for optimizations disappears.

Number of Vehicles over Time

In order to demonstrate how the IAI is related to the amount of active vehicles in the

simulation over time, this coherence is shown in figures 5.9 and 5.10. Active vehicles are

those which are currently along the way to their destination, in other words those which

began their ride but did not yet reach the destination. Generally, a higher density is

the result of short arrival intervals and/or a higher total amount of simulated vehicles,

and vice versa. Although this relative dependency is basically true for all simulation

setups, the absolute amount of active vehicles varies depending on the optimization power

of the selected methodology. Naturally, a better optimization strategy results in less

severe congestion and thus also means that vehicles reach their destination earlier. As a

consequence, the average amount of vehicles over time is lower.

Figures 5.9 and 5.10 present the relation between the number of simultaneously active

vehicles over time, comparing all investigated routing approaches with distinct densities

in terms of IAI and overall vehicle amount, separated by scenario at first (figure 5.9 shows

scenario 1, figure 5.10 contains results for scenario 2). The vehicle amount is set to 2500
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Figure 5.8: Variation of vehicle inter arrival time and 3000 vehicles in total
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Table 5.5: Duration of vehicle generation process in minutes for both scenarios

Total Vehicle Amount

2500 3500

IA
I

700 29,2 40,8

1700 70,8 99,2

2700 112,5 157,5

and 3500 in total, which is represented by the columns in figures 5.9 and 5.10. The IAI

is varied in row direction between 700 and 2700 ms. It has to be taken into account that

the y-scales are not equal in the figures, for the reason of pointing out the relevant part

of the diagrams. However, the time on the x-axis is fixed for each vehicle amount value.

Both scenarios show steep slopes for low densities in figures 5.9a and 5.9b and fig-

ures 5.10a and 5.10b. This means that the vehicles birth rate is considerably higher than

the rate of vehicles which at the same time reach their destination. The highest peaks are

reached by the green and orange curves which again represent disabled and single routing

behavior, what means nothing else but enormous traffic jams. As long as vehicles are

generated faster than they reach their destination, the gradient of the curves obviously is

positive, what comes to light especially in the green curves with disabled routing behavior.

Table 5.5 shows the time spans how long new vehicles are generated, which can be

calculated simply by multiplying the number of vehicles by the IAI. The end of vehicle

generation expresses itself by maxima at the corresponding x-values of figures 5.9 and 5.10,

which are incisive especially for the green curves. The local minimum and the following

local maximum of the green curve in figure 5.9b around 50 minutes simulation time ad-

ditionally indicates a jam at such a severe level that there is no space for new vehicles

to enter. Instead, the generation process can be continued not until the vehicles set in

motion again.

With lower densities, i.e. when looking at rows 2 and 3 of figures 5.9 and 5.10, the peaks

for any approach that applies routing are significantly lower. This indicates a balanced

state on the one hand, but emphasizes also the impact of the different routers. The overall

vehicle amount is lower than any other approach in the area of interest for the whole

period under consideration when applying PCMA*.
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(b) IAI = 700ms, 3500 veh.
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(c) IAI = 1700ms, 2500 veh.
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(d) IAI = 1700ms, 3500 veh.
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(e) IAI = 2700ms, 2500 veh.
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Figure 5.9: Number of active vehicles over time for scenario 1 (artificial) with distinct

IAI and overall vehicle amount
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(c) IAI = 1700ms, 2500 veh.
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(d) IAI = 1700ms, 3500 veh.
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(e) IAI = 2700ms, 2500 veh.
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Figure 5.10: Number of active vehicles over time for scenario 2 (Linz) with distinct IAI

and overall vehicle amount
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5.3.7 Computational Cost and Complexity Analysis

An essential question is the one after the required computational cost (i.e. CPU time)

of the proposed algorithm, and hence the real-time applicability. Obviously, the invested

effort depends on multiple factors. The route calculation and footprint updates are ba-

sically the most significant part regarding computational cost and thus of great interest

here. Therefore, the results presented below comprise all calculation effort related to rout-

ing. That are route calculations on the one hand, but also maintenance and update of the

footprints on the other hand.

In order to answer the question on computational complexity, the complexity of the

underlying routing methodology must be considered. That is the Dijkstra algorithm,

which is used by FBkSP and the A* search algorithm by PCMA*, which is an extension

of Dijkstra. The complexity of latter is O(E + V logV ) [178], whereas A* has equal

complexity but was demonstrated to be faster than Dijkstra [179]. The kSP algorithm

calculates k paths and thus has a higher complexity of O(kV (E + V logV )). This is valid

for a directed weighted graph with E edges and V vertices and calculation of one path for a

single source and destination. However, when looking at the system from a major level, the

overall complexity depends on the number of necessary reroutings, which further depends

on the amount of detected and predicted congestions and the severity (i.e. how many

vehicles are involved). Additionally, the amount of calculated routes varies depending

on the frequency of congestion emergence, since vehicles that are affected by multiple

traffic jams still trigger only one route calculation when applying PCMA*. This can be

traced back to the deployed time hysteresis for new route assignments, as explained in

section 3.2.5. Notwithstanding, the overall time effort in the worst case rises linearly with

the overall amount of vehicles within a simulation due to this hysteresis.

In order to show practical applicability, a CPU time analysis was carried out by an

exemplary recording of all CPU effort related to rerouting. This includes the route calcula-

tions themselves, but also subsidiary tasks such as routing graph weighting or maintenance

of the footprint data. Figure 5.11 shows a CPU time analysis for both investigated sce-

narios. The simulations for these results were carried out using a 64-bit machine with an

Intel Xeon E3-1270 CPU running Windows Server 2012 at 3.6 GHz and 32 GB of memory

installed. However, evaluations on other machines show similar ratios, although the ab-

solute values are different. The presented recordings were created using TraffSim, which

allows thread-based CPU time monitoring and filtering by functionality.

The column groups represent an algorithm configuration, the colors separate the sce-

narios. The CPU time on the y-axis is the sum of all thread CPU times needed for route

calculation and related tasks of the respective algorithm. What becomes immediately ap-

parent is the high CPU effort of the FBkSP algorithm. This is caused by the characteristic

of this algorithm to calculate a number of k routes in order to finally decide for one and
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Figure 5.11: Rerouting CPU time for both scenarios for IAI=1500 ms

dismiss all others. Hence, also the calculation effort is that comparably high. Moreover,

also the computational effort of the reactive method calculating a single alternative path

is substantially higher. This is due to the inability of the approach to discover routes

which pass by a traffic jam rather than creating a new one a few nodes away, which then

again triggers new congestion and new route calculations as a consequence. The CPU

time of both PCMA* algorithms is below or even far below 80 seconds for scenarios 1

and 2, respectively, as figure 5.11 points out. Considering that the overall real simulation

time (i.e. from the simulated start time of the first vehicle to the leaving of the last one)

is between two and three hours for both investigated scenarios, a real-time application of

the PCMA* algorithm would be possible without any performance problems.

However, when looking at the relative CPU time variations for an algorithm between

both scenarios, some anomalies become obvious. Basically, the consumed CPU time de-

pends mostly on the number of calculated routes as well as the characteristics of the

scenario. This value further depends firstly on the number of detected congestions, sec-

ondly on the number of involved vehicles in these congestions, but also on the quality

of the computed routes. Presumably a large amount of routes exceeds the defined route

thresholds ηt or ηs and need to be discarded, the route calculation effort increases due to

those irrelevant calculations. Obviously, this depends on the scenario as well. I ascribe the

relative differences of CPU time, that are notably visible for PCMA* SA, to this effect.
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5.4 Variation of PCMA* Penetration Rate

With a view to applicability of a traffic management system in real conditions, the ca-

pabilities to deal with incomplete information and inability to provide route guidance for

a certain percentage are important. Especially, the interaction of the routing algorithm

with the applied methodology of information gathering plays a vital role for the transi-

tional period to fully communicating road users. However, none of the approaches from

literature consider varying penetration rates [96,108,180–182].

Due to the inevitable future situation of a mixed composition of vehicles which are

equipped with modern communication devices and those who are not, this section an-

alyzes how PCMA* behaves with varying penetration rates of vehicles that are able to

communicate. This implies incomplete knowledge for the router as well as the impossi-

bility to provide routing information for the unequipped part of the vehicles, which make

routing decisions only on their own.

5.4.1 Procedure of Analysis

Basically, the capability to provide and receive information is parametrized diversely from

0 to 100 percent, in steps of 10 percent. On the one hand, this means that isolated vehicles

are not able to send any position data, routing information or anything else to the routing

entity. Their existence can only be recognized indirectly since other vehicles’ behavior

may be affected. On the other hand, obviously it is also impossible for those vehicles to

receive information. No routing decisions or any other indications can be sent to them,

neither can they be influenced in any way. The remaining percentage of the vehicles as

opposed to the isolated ones is enabled to do both provide and receive information.

In contrast to the vehicles’ start and destination locations (which are again kept un-

changed), the ability to communicate is varied randomly between the vehicles in order to

wipe out effects that occur due to local concentration of vehicles that are routable com-

pared to others that are not. Each result value represents an average over at least five

equal simulation runs, but with diverse local distribution of communication ability as a

consequence of the randomization.

5.4.2 Penetration vs. Travel Time

The travel time is a major performance indicator for both the individual drivers and public

road network operators. While the former intend to reach their destination as early as

possible, the latter try to avoid congestion and dissipate traffic quickly.

Figure 5.12 depicts the results for scenario 1. The different colors in the line plot

represent different arrival intervals of vehicles. On the x-axis, the penetration rate of
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Figure 5.12: Average travel time vs. penetration for scenario 1 (3000 vehicles)

communication capabilities is represented from 0 to 100 %, where 0 means no routable

vehicle at all. The y-axis illustrates the average travel time per vehicle in minutes.

In this scenario, the gradients for the different densities behave very similar. The

greatest improvements are achieved between 10 and 60 percent penetration. Then, the

curves flatten and there is only a slight decrease in travel time until full penetration of

vehicles’ communication capabilities. Fundamentally, the travel time decreases for all

densities starting from very low penetrations. The reason for this is a good possibility

for alternative routes in most parts of the network. The curves gradient decreases with

higher penetration percentages and levels off between values 70 and 80 %, while higher

percentages do not lead to great improvements anymore. As the majority of vehicles can

provide and receive information, the disadvantages of few vehicles which are unable to

communicate are compensated.

The surface plot in figure 5.13 again contains the average travel time, but normalized

to a penetration of 0 % for each discrete IAI. The normalization is done by dividing each

z-value by the travel time at penetration rate zero (i.e. the worst possible configuration).

By doing so, the relative travel time gain compared to the least beneficial setup with zero

possibility for routing becomes visible. It is noteworthy that this form of representation

points out the area of operation where the PCMA* rerouting algorithm can accomplish

the greatest improvements - that is the dark blue area with portions of travel times of

around 15 % compared to total routing incapability.

In figure 5.14, the average vehicle travel times for scenario 2 are shown. As also
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Figure 5.13: Normalized average travel time vs. penetration and IAI for scenario 1

observed in figure 5.12, gains in travel time can be achieved already for very low penetration

rates. In contrast, for penetrations above about 60 to 70 % no significant decrease in travel

time is possible anymore. This is on the one hand because of less appropriate available

alternative routes in this scenario, which becomes visible by gradients of close to zero for

penetration rates of greater than 60 %. Additionally, no advantageous effects in travel time

come to light for very low traffic densities (inter-arrival times above 3000ms), in contrast

to scenario 1. This can be explained because almost no congestion occurs anymore, which

further obviously needs no routing as a consequence.

Figure 5.15 shows the travel times normalized to zero penetration, analogous to what

we saw in figure 5.13. What seems obvious is, in contrast to scenario 1, again the inability

of improving the situation for very low traffic densities (i.e. high inter-arrival intervals),

since no congestion occurs anymore and also rerouting is not necessary and beneficial

in such cases. Notwithstanding, the gains in average travel time also become a little

worse for very high densities. An explanation for this phenomenon is the lack of sufficient

alternative routes in this scenario with adequate capacity, and that of course also potential

wide-range alternative routes at some point become congested. However, the travel time

can be reduced to even about 20 % of the value with zero penetration where only 60 % of

the vehicles are capable to communication.
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Figure 5.14: Average Travel Time vs. Penetration for Scenario 2
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Figure 5.15: Normalized Average Travel Time vs. Penetration and IAI for Scenario 2
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Figure 5.16: Average Fuel Consumption, CO2 Emissions and Travel Distance for Sce-

narios 1 and 2 (marked with circle and asterisk, respectively) and IAI = 1700ms

5.4.3 Fuel Consumption, Carbon Emissions and Travel Distance

In order to give insights into the fuel consumption, emitted CO2 and travel distance,

once more one representative setup with medium density (arrival interval of 1700ms)

was picked as demonstration, since the curves are characterized similarly for all vehicle

densities. Figure 5.16 shows the mentioned parameters for both scenarios. The dashed

lines with circle markers show results for scenario 1, while solid lines with asterisks as

markers show scenario 2. The fuel consumption follows similar path shapes as the travel

times do and bottom out with higher penetration rates of 80 % and 60 % and above for

scenarios 1 and 2, respectively. As the calculation of CO2 emissions follows a simple linear

relationship to fuel consumption (assumption: 1 l Diesel = 2.69 kg of CO2), the curves are

equal but with a different y-scale. Obviously, the average travel distance slightly increases

with higher penetration rate. The reason for this is that unrouted vehicles always take

the shortest path, while detours due to rerouting result in longer travel distances, which

becomes visible in the blue curves of figure 5.16.
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5.5 Investigation on Unideal Conditions

This section focuses on the investigation of cooperative routing with non-ideal communi-

cation capabilities, in contrast to the previous section where such were presupposed. The

effects of delayed or lossy message distribution on travel time and fuel consumption are

presented, with varying configurations of the models which are introduced in section 4.4.

Instead of assuming defined properties of the network and determining how well the rout-

ing algorithm can perform by applying them, the problem is redefined in a different light.

5.5.1 Success Rate of PMsgs

Initially, the success probability psuccess of periodic messages was analyzed and set up to

be from 0 to 1, in steps of 0.1. As described in section 4.3.3, low values for psuccess can lead

to inaccurate and outdated knowledge base of the current road conditions for the router.

Figures 5.17a and 5.17b (scenarios 1 and 2, respectively) show the average travel time per

vehicle over the success probability. As the shape of the surface basically behaves similar

for the majority of investigated delay times (0.1 ≤ λ ≤ 0.9), we decided to choose medium

values for the geometric model of λ = 0.5 and RTT = 1000ms.

In both figures 5.17a and 5.17b, the travel time decreases slightly with higher success

probability of the PMsgs. However, a huge portion of the gain is achieved already at

success probabilities of 15 to 30 % in both scenarios. From then on, the improvements

already attenuate until the minimum average travel times are unsurprisingly reached with

psuccess = 1, what is accented by the trend of the black contour lines. This fact emphasizes

the strength of the algorithm in suboptimal environmental conditions. Obviously, the

result values are negatively influenced with a higher traffic density, since congestion is

much more severe and the potential for improvements shrinks.

While the surfaces in figures 5.17a and 5.17b basically behave similarly, they are still

not identical. Minor deviations become visible in the right part of the diagrams, with

0.1 ≤ λ ≤ 0.3. In scenario 1, the resulting average travel times are closer to the minimum

much earlier, i.e. with low success rates. In other words, in this scenario the router can

deal with sparse information better than in scenario 2. We ascribe this effect to the higher

amount of possibilities for alternative routes in scenario 2. So while there are no more

route possibilities for a certain situation in scenario 1, there might still be some in scenario

2. Therefore, a better information quality and density due to higher success probabilities

of PMsgs does still lead to better results for psuccess = 0.4 compared to a value of 0.2. The

characteristics of these results can be associated with those with varying penetration rate

in section 5.4.2, as the curves show similar behavior.

In contrast, the results are similar for the entire set of success rates (except from

0) for very low values of λ and, as a consequence therefrom, high delays for ODMsgs
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Figure 5.17: Average travel times with varying psuccess, λ = 0.5 and RTT = 1000ms
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Figure 5.18: Average travel times with different line colors for multiple values of psuccess

for scenario 2 with very low λ = 0.005 and RTT = 1000ms

(average delay time > 200 s). In such cases, only a miniscule minority of route messages

reach their destination timely and are therefore not applicable any more. This explains

the circumstance that the the success rate is nearly independent then, which is pointed

out in figure 5.18 and the close proximity of the travel time curves therein. However, a

success rate of zero, which means no knowledge of the router about the road conditions

at all still adds up in worse results. The still existing minority of ODMsgs that reach

their destination (despite the low λ) is useless for the case psuccess = 0, and explains the

considerably higher results indicated by the green curve in figure 5.18.

5.5.2 Parametrization of ODMsgs

Both parameters of the delay model for on-demand messages, λ and RTT, were adapted

for the purpose of analyzing the influence of message delay length on achievable average

travel time. Basically, the parameters have an effect on the distribution of the overall delay

for an ODMsg, as shown in figure 5.19. This figure shows the resulting average delay time

per on-demand message for different setups of the geometric delay model. The delay

naturally is independent of the vehicle density and equal for both scenarios. What also

can be observed is that there exist parameter combinations which lead to equal average

delays. Those pairs can easily be found by looking for columns which have similar values

in y-dimension in figure 5.19.
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Figure 5.19: Average message delay times with different geometric delay model param-

eters λ and RTT

The consequences of delayed reception for ODMsgs is shown in figures 5.20a and 5.20b

for scenarios 1 and 2, respectively. In these simulations, a 100 % probability of success for

PMsgs is assumed in order to exclude the influence of them and be able to ascribe the

changes in achievable travel time solely to described message delay variations.

As expected, the average travel time per vehicle increases with longer average delay,

which becomes visible in the rear peak of the diagram (low lambda, high round trip time)

in both scenarios. Accordingly, the decrease in average travel time per vehicle flattens

with increasing lambda and decreasing RTT, while reaching its minimum at λ = 1 and

RTT= 0 (i.e. zero delay). These extreme values were also added to the parameters for

reasons of validation of the model. As expected, zero round trip time leads to a pretty

straight distribution of average travel time. The same results become apparent for high

values of λ. However, slight irregularities are visible in scenario 2 in figure 5.20b with

RTTs of 60000 and 200000 and λ between 0.3 and 0.6: The achievable average travel

time decreases although the message delay becomes higher. This effect can be ascribed to

the fact that in these cases only very few messages arrive in a reasonable time, and the
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Figure 5.21: Zoomed view of average travel times with different geometric delay model

parameters λ and RTT for scenario 2 and inter-arrival interval of 3500ms

internal knowledge of the router regarding the vehicles’ destination is scarce. Therefore,

also routing decisions are made based on that outdated internal knowledge of the router.

These routes lead to unnecessary detours and therefore increase the travel time with no

gains elsewhere. This effect is becoming clearer when decreasing the vehicle density and

setting the vehicle inter-arrival time to 3500ms, as figure 5.21 illustrates. It should be

noted that only the interesting range is extracted here. The peak disappears with low

values for λ, since the probability of receiving wrong information is also very low then,

and thus the negative impact therefrom is mitigated.

5.5.3 Fuel Consumption and Travel Distance

The consumed fuel basically is strongly related to the travel time for all investigated

scenarios. However, one scenario was picked for visualization with medium success rate of

0.5 and medium value for λ of 0.5 as well. The RTT of the selected configuration is 1000ms.

As illustrated in figure 5.22, the fuel consumption also flattens at a medium density of

about 2000ms inter-arrival time, as does the average travel time. The travel distance

does not change to the same extent as consumed fuel and time, but slightly decreases with

lower vehicle density. The reason once more are the detours due to rerouting, which of

course lead to longer distances since the alternative routes are longer than the original,

shortest ones.
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Figure 5.22: Fuel consumption and travel distance per vehicle for both scenarios and

psuccess = 0.5, λ = 0.5, RTT = 1000ms

5.5.4 Volume of Transmitted Data

Due to the relatively high regular update interval of 30 s, the amount of transmitted

payload data is at a low level compared to the overall capacity of modern cellular com-

munication networks [183, 184]. Tables 5.6 and 5.7 present the amount of transmitted

messages (successful or not) during a complete simulation for both scenarios as well as the

sum of transferred data for six selected vehicle inter-arrival time setups and a success rate

psuccess of 1. However, the data amount comprises only the payload itself, no overhead due

to transmission protocols, error correction or similar mechanisms. The following payloads

are assumed per message type (as defined in section 4.3.1):

• Initial Message: 4 bytes (source and destination positions, as pair of latitude and

longitude, one byte each)

• Vehicle Data Message: 3 bytes (position and current velocity, one byte each)

• Route Update and Confirmation Message: 3 bytes + 1 byte × length of route (po-

sition and velocity as for the initial and vehicle data message, in addition to 1 byte

for each road segment which is identified by a unique number and referred by the

containing route)
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Table 5.6: Transmitted data volume and amount of messages in scenario 1

Inter-arrival interval 500ms 1100ms 1700ms 2300ms 2900ms 3500ms

Transmitted messages 276588 186669 117448 103383 92111 78871

Data volume [MB] 21.39 16.77 10.25 8.60 7.08 5.27

Table 5.7: Transmitted data volume and amount of messages in scenario 2

Inter-arrival interval 500ms 1100ms 1700ms 2300ms 2900ms 3500ms

Transmitted messages 270063 190774 96340 56351 52370 50279

Data volume [MB] 24.03 16.67 7.39 2.81 2.39 2.14

Basically it can be observed that the higher the density is, the higher is also the

required amount of messages due to a greater need of intervention of the router and hence

more messages containing new routes in both scenarios. Nevertheless, the data volume

and also number of transmitted messages saturate faster in scenario 2 (table 5.7). The

reason is that in this scenario, the improvements due to optimization are close to the

best achievable already for lower densities, compared to scenario 1, what is expressed by

figure 5.8b in section 5.3.6 as well. The blue PCMA* SA curve levels off already at an IAI

between 2000 and 2500 ms, what is not the case in that manner in the artificial scenario

depicted in figure 5.8a. This behavior is reflected in the amount of transmitted messages

and data in the same way.

5.5.5 Perceptions

Generally, it has been discovered that the algorithm is very tolerant regarding both trans-

mission delays and failures. This robustness is explained by several arguments:

1. Delayed transmission of ODMsg is not necessarily a problem in all situations. More

specifically, it is not the case for a majority of situations, since the characteristic of the

geometric distribution of delay time leads to few high values and a comparably higher

amount of delays which have low values. So if it is still possible for targeted vehicle to

apply the route because the road segment which would differ to the current route is not

yet reached, the route is applied anyway. Figure 5.23 illustrates such a situation, where

the vehicle continues its original route (thick, red) from position 1 to position 2, when it

receives the route update. The delay does not matter in this case, since the routes do not

differ until the point in time when reaching position 2, but at a subsequent intersection.

2. Situations where the intended receivers are not able to make use of the transmitted

routing messages because of too high delays are resolved automatically by the routing
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Figure 5.23: Unproblematic delay between positions of route calculation and reception

algorithm itself by the included method of vehicle selection (section 3.2.5). If the predicted

congestion is not eliminated by the help of communication with the initially selected

vehicles, the next potential vehicle out of the affected ones is chosen. This process is

repeated and retried until the situation gets better, i.e. any of the vehicles which pass

the congested node in the defined time interval finally manages to choose another route.

In other words, the congestion still appears within the sphere of action of PCMA* if

no vehicle changes its route, as long as messages are still received and can be processed

successfully.

3. As the method of gaining knowledge about the current situation on the road is

based on average speed (cf. section 3.2.1), it is less critical if some of the vehicles’ reports

containing their position and speed included in PMsgs is lost. The speed of all vehicles

on the very same road segment is likely to be similar, so that it does not matter much as

long as the percentage of correct reports per segment does not go down to zero.



6

Conclusions and Outlook

Encouraged by the ever more stringent traffic problems as well as increasing ubiquitousness

of sensors and communication possibilities within cars, the main objectives of this thesis

are to introduce a methodology how vehicular traffic can be optimized. The Predictive

Congestion Minimization in Combination with an A* based router (PCMA*) algorithm

for congestion prediction and vehicle rerouting is proposed in order to save travel time and

fuel. The PCMA* algorithm mitigates congestion by addressing only those vehicles that

are affected by forthcoming bottlenecks. The approach is evaluated comprehensively by

simulations, which are carried out with the help of microscopic traffic models, using the

TraffSim simulation framework [47]. Two different scenarios are considered, an artificial

and a real-world scenario. In both investigated configurations, the PCMA* algorithm

outperforms the benchmark configurations.

Besides the discussion about the introduced traffic optimization approach, another

major field of research in this thesis is the investigation in environments with unideal

conditions in multiple terms. This includes a study investigating the robustness against

varying penetration rates of routable vehicles, as well as an analysis how the results are

influenced in unideal communication environments.

In the following, the findings regarding the algorithm comparison as well as the eval-

uation with non-idealized environments are concluded.

105
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6.1 Performance

PCMA* provides highly accurate predictions and reroutes vehicles such that they circum-

vent the congestion via a congestion-free alternative route. Extensive simulation results

support these claims. Two different configurations of the proposed algorithm are intro-

duced.

The proposed algorithm has its strength especially in cases where information of poten-

tial traffic jams is required. The shortcomings of other approaches are that this relevant

information is simply not or not early enough available. Based on the predictions, ve-

hicles are proposed an alternative route, ideally with minimal overlapping segments to

the originally chosen, congested route. For being able to choose a spacious route, early

traffic information and forecast is a key factor. Continuous evaluation of the current and

subsequently the expected future conditions of the road enables this precise tackling of

upcoming problems. Moreover, purposeful selection of vehicles to be rerouted is a great

benefit.

An essential precondition for the predictive approach is undoubtedly the correctness

and reliability of the forecast. This prediction efficiency, i.e. the number of correct predic-

tions over the total number of predictions as sum of correct and wrong ones is analyzed.

The result of this investigation shows a very good performance regarding this field. The

results naturally depend on the methodology how they are gathered, since the rerouting

of vehicles needs to be disabled in order to prove whether a predicted congestion really

arises in the future or not. Of course, this fact further influences the whole simulation.

Furthermore, the analysis depends on the accepted tolerance between prognosticated con-

gestion future timestamp and real occurrence time of the congestion. Nevertheless, the

prediction efficiency was revealed to be above 75 % already for very low error tolerances

for the prediction time of 5 seconds and above 85 % for tolerances of 60 seconds. These

numbers are valid for all investigated assumed node capacities (section 5.2), what is a

good and very important basis for further routing actions.

The performance of PCMA* is determined by comparing on the one hand with the

worst case, which means unrouted vehicles that are unaware to react to problems. On

the other hand, the approach is contrasted with a simple, reactive approach and a more

sophisticated approach from literature - the Flow-Balanced KSP (FBkSP) algorithm [108].

It turned out that PCMA* is able to improve travel time and fuel consumption con-

siderably for both scenarios and outperforms the comparative approaches. The measured

reduction of travel time is greater than 80 % compared to a situation with no central rout-

ing, and even more than 30 % in relation to the FBkSP approach. Also the consumed fuel

decreases by 65 % and 16 %, respectively, in both investigated scenarios. The degree of

improvement naturally depends on the traffic density, which is varied by changing both the

amount of simulated vehicles as well as the inter-arrival interval. What became obvious is
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that the major figures of merit, which are average travel time and fuel consumption, de-

crease in either investigated case. The algorithm is very effective in mitigating congestion

while adapting dynamically to the current situation on the road. However, the potential

is higher for situations where the network is not hopelessly overcrowded. In such a case,

the capacity of the network and also the potential alternative routes are exceeded, even

with any optimization strategy. Thus, the offset to the reference algorithms decreases.

Moreover, it seems obvious that less density leads to reduced road congestion and enables

vehicles to use the original, direct and shortest route with hardly any delay. This has also

been proven by simulations (section 5.3.6).

6.2 Robustness in Suboptimal Conditions

Whatever approach is selected for the purpose of optimizing road traffic, it is for those

which utilize any kind of cooperation necessary to interchange information between vehicles

and/or the infrastructure by V2X communication. The robustness against fragmentary

penetrations of the system, communication delays or transmission data loss is of vital

importance.

Firstly, I examined a simulation setup with a varying penetration of vehicles which

are able to utilize the system. Other cars are neither able to provide information nor

to receive any route guidance. The results show that the degree of improvement is not

related linearly to the penetration percentage. Instead, the average travel time curve over

increasing penetration follows a regressive shape. It levels off at penetrations between 50 %

and 80 %, again depending on density and scenario. A huge proportion of the total possible

improvement is already achieved for penetration rates between 40 and 60 %, although the

average travel time still decreases slightly with higher penetration. This strong nonlinear

behavior is remarkable, since a comparably small amount of intelligent vehicles already

has the potential to achieve major gains in travel time.

Secondly, the effects of delayed or lossy message distribution with varying delays and

message error probabilities are studied. Instead of assuming defined properties of the

network and finding out how a routing algorithm can perform by applying them, the

problem is redefined in a different light, as the routing entity requires information such

as the vehicles positions, destinations or velocities. The simulation setups comprise pa-

rameter variations for communication properties for both introduced types of messages,

that are status messages which are sent from vehicles to the router periodically as well as

on-demand messages with routing information. The results basically show that PCMA*

performs very well for a large set of setups and even high delays and high loss proba-

bilities. A high robustness against message delays comes to light, with negligible or even

undetectable effects on travel time for message delay times of 104 and even 105ms. On the
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other hand, message success probabilities for continuously transmitted status messages of

down to 0.3 are acceptable for losses in travel time of not more than 10 %.

The presented findings can also help operators to decide how much communication

capacity is required for a well-functioning intelligent rerouting mechanism. From another

point of view, the preconditions for the underlying communication standard which must

be fulfilled to reach a defined or required improvement are defined, while the rest of the

capacity can be used for other services. It may not be necessary to further invest in lower

delays and latencies and an increase of the network capacity, if the current features of the

communication network already fulfill the desired requirements.

6.3 Critical Evaluation of Transport Planning Issues

While this work has made valuable contributions to dynamic optimization of vehicular road

traffic, it on purpose shortens or leaves out certain aspects, especially related to induced

traffic, which is a well-known issue in transport planning. As being a wide research

area, the fact that at least parts of additionally generated capacities are eaten up by

new traffic, denoted as induced traffic, is out of the question. It is standing to reason that

extension in terms of new built infrastructure behaves similar to any other kind of capacity

enhancement, like optimization and hence better utilization of existing infrastructure, as

in this particular case. This topic was introduced and elucidated comprehensively in

section 1.3. However, the presented results and achieved improvements are based on the

assumption that the induced traffic is zero.

Notwithstanding, although investigations and particular quantification of induced traf-

fic for the investigated situations do not show up per se, the results can still be interpreted

in view of this research area. By the help of analysis results with varying density and

number of active vehicles it can be determined how much induced traffic is acceptable in

order to still benefit from enabling the proposed system.

For this to show, figure 6.1 initially reproduces the results for a certain configuration

(IAI = 1500 ms with 3000 vehicles) with an additional measurement apart from unrouted

(disabled) and PCMA* routed setups. This indicated value represents the lower bound,

i.e. the absolute theoretical limit of time, distance and CO2 that can be achieved. One

can find no solution to undercut this limit. In this configuration, each vehicle drives to its

particular destination individually using the fastest possible route, without any influence

of other traffic. Put in other words, the road network is empty apart from the vehicle of

interest, and the next vehicle does not start before the prior one reached its destination

and the network is empty again. This lower bound is represented by the cyan columns in

figure 6.1. It is emphasized that this is self-evidently possible only theoretically. However,

it relates the simulated lower bound including start time constraints to the minimum
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Figure 6.1: Comparison of figures of merit for unrouted, theoretical lower bound and

routed simulation configurations (IAI=1500ms, 3000 vehicles, scenario 2)

achievable figures of merit. Those are travel time (figure 6.1a), emitted CO2 (figure 6.1b)

and travel distance (figure 6.1c). While again considerable differences in travel time and

CO2 between the unrouted and routed configurations can be observed, the travel distance

is slightly higher in the routed case and equal for both the unrouted and the lower bound

configuration. The reason for the latter is that the routes are the same in either case,

just the departure time is different, what further makes no difference for the distance of

course. Supplementary, this figure shows the comparison to the theoretical lower bound

with a maximum amount of simultaneously driving vehicles of 1. Thus, this values can

under no circumstances be undershot, and can thus also help to decide whether or not

further improvement effort is worth the investment.

For the purpose of estimating the acceptable induced traffic before the improvements

are eaten up, figure 6.2 compares travel time directly between configurations with a differ-

ent number of vehicles and density. The evaluation also includes the best case configura-

tion, which is represented by the black bars. Unsurprisingly, those values are independent

of the overall vehicle amount, since they are normalized to the average per vehicle and thus

of equal height. If examining the diagram in horizontal direction, configurations which

result in similar average travel times per vehicle become obvious. Especially comparisons
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Figure 6.2: Evaluation with different vehicle amount and density for scenario 2

between configurations with no routing (represented by the horizontal line pattern) and

routed configurations (solid bars) are of interest. For example, similar travel times can be

observed when looking at the bar group of 3000 active vehicles and comparing the solid

blue and dark green, patterned bars which are of similar heights. This means an induced

travel up to a density increase represented by decreasing inter-arrival times from 2500 to

500 ms is acceptable when applying PCMA*, if the goal is not to worsen the performance.

Furthermore, another pair of equal heights can be identified. The configuration with dis-

abled routing, an IAI of 500 ms and 2000 active vehicles (patterned blue bar) achieves

similar average travel times to the same configuration with 5000 vehicles, represented by

solid blue bar in the rightmost bar group. It can be summarized that figure 6.2 reveals

the acceptable amount of induced traffic in terms of higher density or more vehicles which

is still acceptable after applying PCMA*, if aiming to improve traffic flow.

Finally, the question rises what can be done to decrease negative impacts of the in-

evitable induced travel, and as a consequence also road congestion. Explanations from

literature propose a solution which is called congestion pricing [22, 185]. A majority of

roads has a great deal of underused capacity. During rush hours, severe congestion occurs

while the roads are nearly free at other times of the day. This is where action is needed,
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by means of increasing the cost of driving depending on the current traffic conditions. The

extra cost of driving apart from the increased travel time makes alternative options like

public transport, cycling, walking or traveling at another time more attractive. This sys-

tem has been applied successfully in Stockholm [186], London [187] and Singapore [188].

Despite the positive effect of congestion pricing, it is still a political challenge to establish

it, since no voter likes to pay for something which was free before. This was one of the

reasons for New York’s government to fail introducing it in 2008 [189].

A similar approach aims at regulating of car parking. In urban areas, a considerable

amount of VMT is generated by vehicles just for drivers to find a parking lot. This

number is estimated to be between 10 and 30 % [190]. Thus, similar to congestion pricing,

intelligent park meters which adapt hourly parking rates based on demand can improve

the situation in terms of both cruising time and probability of finding a nearby parking

space [191]. The example of San Francisco shows very positive effects by applying such a

parking management strategy and a reduction of cruising time by 50 % [192].

6.4 Future Directions

As directions for future research in the field of traffic optimization we suggest to further

perform investigations regarding automatic adaptation of the parameters of the routing

algorithm, but also others relevant for communication. Therefor a classification of the

road network, which somehow describes the characteristic features of the network, could

help to select the best possible optimization strategy, also depending on current traffic

volume.

Obviously, the spatial area of operation needs somehow to be limited, for both reasons

performance issues and also meaningfulness of the size in terms of optimization potential.

It makes no sense to extend the area of application to such a huge size so that the single

hotspot areas and vehicles passing them do not have any influence to each other. For

optimization of very large areas within the scale of multiple cities and also rural areas

in-between or hundreds or even thousands of kilometers, clustering of particular areas to

which optimization should be applied exclusively in each case is necessary. In addition, the

interconnection of such clusters is suggestive and can provide advantages for long distance

trips between clusters, which is another area for further investigations. A completely

different approach for scalability would be the usage of distributed calculation algorithms

instead of a centralized system.

Furthermore, situations could be considered where certain drivers ignore the proposed

guidance, but still are able to provide information or vice versa. The reasons could be

subject to the driver’s current feelings, or subjectively perceived better knowledge. Also,

cities must agree to alternative routes in order not to move traffic to lower level roads
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within urban housing complexes. This could require a further weighting of roads, like

a prioritization of potential alternative routes. This enables road operators to steer the

respective drivers to better suited roads.

Besides that, future work could contain investigations with local deviations of commu-

nication network parameters due to poor signal reception or environments with different

characterizations, such as urban or rural areas. In other words, detailed simulations for

particular areas with specific fading characteristics can be used to determine the applica-

bility there.

Probably the most exciting experiment in my opinion would be the validation of the

proposed system in a real environment rather than simulations. As mentioned in sec-

tion 3.3, this could be done either via built-in navigation systems in cars or by an external

device that provides route data. Although the effort for such an experiment is definitely

high, the demonstration of PCMA* in real-life makes the system more tangible, and prob-

ably gains a lot more attention in the end.

Overall, apart from the mentioned future work, there are still a great number of re-

search questions open in the interesting field of traffic optimization connected with real-

time applicability as well as utilization in non-ideal environments.
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